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New Nonlinear Machine Learning Algorithms with Applications to Biomedical Data Science
Xiaoqian Wang, PhD
University of Pittsburgh, 2019
Recent advances in machine learning have spawned innovation and prosperity in various fields.
In machine learning models, nonlinearity facilitates more flexibility and ability to better fit the data.
However, the improved model flexibility is often accompanied by challenges such as overfitting,
higher computational complexity, and less interpretability. Thus, it is an important problem of how
to design new feasible nonlinear machine learning models to address the above different challenges
posed by various data scales, and bringing new discoveries in both theory and applications. In this
thesis, we propose several newly designed nonlinear machine learning algorithms, such as additive
models and deep learning methods, to address these challenges and validate the new models via
the emerging biomedical applications.
First, we introduce new interpretable additive models for regression and classification and ad-
dress the overfitting problem of nonlinear models in small and medium scale data. we derive the
model convergence rate under mild conditions in the hypothesis space and uncover new potential
biomarkers in Alzheimer’s disease study. Second, we propose a deep generative adversarial net-
work to analyze the temporal correlation structure in longitudinal data and achieve state-of-the-art
performance in Alzheimer’s early diagnosis. Meanwhile, we design a new interpretable neural
network model to improve the interpretability of the results of deep learning methods. Further, to
tackle the insufficient labeled data in large-scale data analysis, we design a novel semi-supervised
deep learning model and validate the performance in the application of gene expression inference.
iv
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Background
In recent decades, machine learning has achieved unparalleled success in various fields, from
automatic translation, object detection to autonomous driving and computer-aided diagnosis. Com-
pared with linear methods that hold the assumption of linear association between data, nonlinear
models, such as kernels methods, and deep neural network has exhibited a high degree of flexibil-
ity and representative power thus has better generalization power in data with complex structures
such as images, natural languages, videos and biomedical data.
Despite the wide application and great success, challenges still remain in how to design a
good machine learning model. For small to medium scale data, deep learning methods suffer from
overfitting problem thus face the problem of bad generalization performance due to training of a
model with high variance with limited number of training samples. As for kernel methods, the
training involves a large kernel matrix thus introduces high order of computational complexity.
For the training of nonlinear machine learning methods in large-scale data, deep learning mod-
els require a large amount of labeled data to build an inference network with satisfying perfor-
mance. However, the collection of large libraries of labeled data is still difficult and expensive.
In many machine learning applications, it typically requires great effort of human annotators or
expensive special devices to label samples. On the contrary, unlabeled data is much easier and
less expensive to achieve. To guarantee the quality of the model while reduce the cost of acquiring
labels, lots of effort has been made on semi-supervised learning such that the unlabeled data can be
better utilized to strengthen the performance of supervised learning. Based on the difference in how
to incorporate the information from unlabeled data, semi-supervised classification models can be
divided into different types, such as self-training, generative model, co-training, semi-supervised
SVM, graph-based methods, etc. See [177, 86] for detailed background on semi-supervised learn-
ing models.
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Moreover, deep learning models with state-of-the-art performance are usually formulated as
black boxes, making it difficult to interpret how the models make decisions. In areas such as
health care, autonomous driving and job hiring, human end-users cannot blindly and faithfully trust
the predictions from a well-performed model without knowing the mechanism behind the model
behavior. The poor interpretability of black-box models can trigger trust issues from human users.
It remains an important problem of how to properly address the above challenges when designing
new machine learning models for different scale of data in order to improve the trustworthiness
and performance of the model.
On the other hand, the rapid development of high-throughput technology has spawned detailed
molecular, cellular and pathological features of many diseases, which enables deep and system-
atic study in medical research. The availability of comprehensive biological data not only helps
researchers around the world to share genomic and clinical information, but also helps to analyze
molecular characteristics of serious diseases that threaten human health.
In addition to unprecedented opportunities to uncover vast amounts of biological knowledge,
the emergence of large-scale biological data has also brought enormous challenges to processing
and interpretation of data. With a large amount of biological data, there is an urgent need for
reliable computing models to integrate complex information in an accurate and efficient manner.
For example, Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is the most common form of dementia, which triggers
memory, thinking, and behavior problems. The genetic causal relationship of AD is complex [7]
and therefore presents difficulties in the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of this disease. Recent
advances in multimodal neuroimaging and high throughput genotyping and sequencing techniques
bring an emerging research field, imaging genomics, which provides exciting new opportunities to
ultimately improve our understanding of brain disease, their genetic architecture, and their influ-
ences on cognition and behavior.
The rapid progress in neuroimaging techniques has provided insights into early detection and
tracking of neurological disorders [157]. Later research interest in imaging neuroscience has fo-
cused on Genome Wide Association Studies (GWAS) to examine the association between genetic
markers, called Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs), and imaging phenotypes [154, 27],
with the goal of finding explanations for the variability observed in brain structures and functions.
However, these research works typically study associations between individual SNPs and individ-
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ual phenotypes and overlook interrelated structures among them. To better understand the genetic
causal factors of brain imaging abnormalities, previous works have laid great emphasis on identi-
fying relevant QTL [144, 118], which related high-throughput SNPs to imaging data and enhanced
the progress and prosperity of neuroscience research. Besides, extensive work has been proposed
to predict MCI conversion using neuroimaging data [123, 55]. Previous methods usually for-
mulate MCI conversion prediction as a binary classification (distinguishing MCI converters from
non-converters) [123, 156] or multi-class classification problem (when considering other classes
such as AD or health control (HC)) [55, 150], where the methods take the neuroimaging data at
baseline time as the input and classify if the MCI samples will convert to AD in years.
The development of efficient and effective computational models can greatly improve under-
standing of complex human diseases. For example, a regression model can be used to reveal the
association between different disease data type. Clustering models reveals the relationship between
different patients, thereby promoting the development of individualized personalized medicine.
To facilitate the prosperity in Alzheimer’s study, ADNI collects abundant neuroimaing, genetic
and cognitive tests data for the study of this disease. Another focus of this thesis is to propose
appropriate models to learn the association between different types of data such that the genetic
basis as well as biological mechanisms of brain structure and function can be extracted. In addition,
since AD is a progressive neurodegenerative disorder, we propose to look into the information
conveyed in the longitudinal data. Specifically, it is inspiring to study the prodromal stage of
Alzheimer’s, MCI, which exhibits a good chance of converting to AD. In all the above studies, we
propose to automatically find predominant genetic features/regions of interests (ROIs) which are
responsible for the development of AD. Such studies can provide reference for disease diagnosis
and drug design.
The goal of this thesis is to put forward novel computational models to address the challenges
in designing new machine learning models for different scales of data, and utilize these new models
to enhance the understanding in the genesis and progression of severe diseases like Alzheimer’s
disease.
3
1.2 Contribution
We summarize our contribution as follows:
• We propose a novel efficient additive model (FNAM) to address the overfitting problem of
nonlinear machine learning in small to medium scale data. We provide rigorous theoretical
generalization error analysis on our model. In particular, different from conventional analysis
with independent samples, our error bound is under m-dependent observations, which is a
more general assumption and more appropriate for the high-throughput complex genotypes
and phenotypes.
• A new group sparse nonlinear classification algorithm (GroupSAM) is proposed by extend-
ing the previous additive regression models to the classification setting, which contains the
LPSVM with additive kernel as its special setting. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first algorithmic exploration of additive classification models with group sparsity.
• Theoretical analysis and empirical evaluations on generalization ability are presented to sup-
port the effectiveness of GroupSAM. Based on constructive analysis on the hypothesis error,
we get the estimate on the excess generalization error, which shows that our GroupSAM model
can achieve the fast convergence rate O(n−1) under mild conditions. Experimental results
demonstrate the competitive performance of GroupSAM over the related methods on both
simulated and real data.
• We propose a novel semi-supervised regression framework based on generative adversarial
network (GAN) to address the lack of labeled data in large-scale machine learning problem.
A new strategy is introduced to stabilize the training of GAN model with high-dimensional
output.
• We propose the first longitudinal deep learning model for MCI conversion prediction and
achieve state-of-the-art performance in Alzheimer’s early detection.
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1.3 Notation
Throughout this thesis, unless specified otherwise, upper case letters denote matrices, e.g.,
X, Y . Bold lower case letters denote vectors, e.g., w, b. Plain lower case letters denote scalars,
e.g., a, γ. wi denotes the i-th element of vector w. wi denotes the i-th row of matrix W . wj
or w(j)denotes the j-th column of W . wij denotes the ij-th element of matrix W . ‖w‖2 or ‖w‖
denotes the `2-norm of vector w:
√∑
i
w2i . ‖W‖F denotes the Frobenius norm of matrix W :
‖W‖F =
√∑
i
∑
j
w2ij =
√∑
i
‖wi‖2. ‖W‖1 denotes the `1 norm: ‖W‖1 =
∑
i
∑
j
|wij|. ‖W‖∗
denotes the trace norm (a.k.a. nuclear norm): ‖W‖∗ =
∑
i
σi, where σi is the i-th singular value of
W .
Specially, d denotes the dimension of the feature vector, i.e., number of SNPs. n denotes the
number of patients. c represents the number of QTs. X = [x1, x2, . . . , xn]T ∈ Rn×d denotes
the input SNP matrix, where each row of X represents the genetic variants of each patient. Y =
[y1, y2, . . . , yn]T ∈ Rn×c represents the input imaging feature matrix where each row of Y denotes
the phenotype of one patient. I stands for the identity matrix, and 1 stands for a vector with all
elements being 1.
1.4 Proposal Organization
The rest of the proposal is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we introduce a new additive
model for addressing the challenges of overfitting and less interpretability in nonlinear machine for
small to medium scale data. We propose the model in an efficient manner with the time complexity
the same as linear models and also provide theoretical analysis on the convergence properties of
the model. In Chapter 3, we answer the question of how to analyze the feature interaction in ad-
ditive model with a new additive classification model. We proved the convergence property of our
new model, which has a satisfactory learning rate with polynomial decay. We conduct extensive
experiments on synthetic and real data to validate the model performance. In Chapter 4 we propose
two new deep learning models for addressing the problem of lacking labeled data in non-linear ma-
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chine learning. We propose the two new models on the basis of generative adversarial network and
improve the model performance by effectively learning from the labeled data and large amount
of unlabeled data. We show extensive results in the application of gene expression inference to
validate the performance. In Chapter 5 we design a new generative model to analyze the longitu-
dinal structure in the data and achieve state-of-the-art performance in MCI conversion prediction.
Next in Chapter 6 we propose a new idea to build self-explaining deep neural network via additive
model and validate the performance in MCI conversion prediction. Finally, we conclude the thesis
in Chapter 7 and propose some open problems and future direction.
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2.0 Additive Model for Small/Medium Scale Data
2.1 Motivation
In previous works, several machine learning models were established to depict the relations
between SNPs and brain endophenotypes [148, 162, 176, 151, 59]. In [148, 176, 151, 59], the au-
thors used the low-rank learning models or structured sparse learning models to select the imaging
features that share common effects in the regression analysis. [162] applied the LASSO regression
model to discover the significant SNPs that are associated with brain imaging features. However,
previous works use linear models to predict the relations between genetic biomarkers and brain
endophenotypes, which may introduce high bias during the learning process. Since the influence
of QTL is complex, it is crucial to design appropriate non-linear model to investigate the genetic
biomarkers (due to the limited size of biological data, deep learning models don’t work well for
our problem). Besides, most previous computational models on genotype and phenotype studies
did not provide theoretical analysis on the performance of the models, thus leaves uncertainty in
the validity of the models.
To tackle with these challenging problems, in this chapter, we propose a novel and efficient
nonlinear model for the identification of QTL. We apply our model to the QTL identification
of Alzheimer’s disease (AD), the most common cause of dementia. By means of feedforward
neural networks, our model can be flexibly employed to explain the non-linear associations be-
tween genetic biomarkers and brain endophenotypes, which is more adaptive for the complicated
distribution of the high-throughput biological data. We would like to emphasize the following
contributions of our work:
• We propose a novel additive model with generalization error analysis. In particular, dif-
ferent from conventional analysis with independent samples, our error bound is under m-
dependent observations, which is a more general assumption and more appropriate for the
high-throughput complex genotypes and phenotypes.
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• Our model is efficient in computation. The time complexity of our model is linear to the
number of samples and number of features in the data. Experimentally we showed that it only
takes a few minutes to run our model on the ADNI data.
• Experimental results demonstrate that our model not only identifies several well-established
AD-associated genetic variants, but also finds out new potential SNPs.
2.2 Related Work
In QTL identification of brain imaging abnormalities, the goal is to learn a prediction function
which estimates the imaging feature matrix Y = [y1, y2, . . . , yn]T ∈ Rn×c given the genetic
information X = [x1, x2, . . . , xn]T ∈ Rn×d. Meanwhile, we want to weigh the importance of
each SNP in the prediction according to the learning model. The most straightforward method is
least square regression, which learns a weight matrix W ∈ Rd×c to study the relations between
SNPs and brain endophenotypes. W is an intuitive reflect of the importance of each SNP for the
prediction of each endophenotype.
Based on least square regression, several models were proposed for QTL identification. In
[139, 162], the authors employed sparse regression models for the discovery of predominant ge-
netic features. In [40, 148], low-rank constraint was imposed to uncover the group structure among
SNPs in the association study.
In the identification of QTL, previous works mainly use linear models for the prediction. How-
ever, according to previous studies, the biological impact of genetic variations is complex [95] and
the genetic influence on brain structure is complicated [108]. Thus, the relations between genetic
biomarkers and brain-imaging features may not be necessarily linear and the prediction with linear
models is likely to trigger large bias.
To depict the non-linear association between genetic variations and endophenotypes, neural
networks introduce a convenient and popular framework. [122] proposed feed forward neural
networks with random weights (FNNRW), which can be formed as:
f(x) =
h∑
t=1
atφ(〈vt, x〉+ bt) , (2.1)
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where x = [x1, x2, . . . , xd] ∈ Rd is the input data, h is the number of hidden nodes, vt|ht=1 =
[vt1, vt2, . . . , vtd] ∈ Rd is the parameter in the hidden layer for t-th hidden node, bt ∈ R is
the corresponding bias term, 〈vt, x〉 =
d∑
j=1
vtjxj represents Euclidean inner product, φ(.) is the
activation function, and at ∈ R is the weight for the t-th hidden node.
As is analyzed in [60, 112], FNNRW enjoys an obvious advantage in computational efficiency
over neural nets with back propagation. In Eq. (2.1), vt and bt are randomly and independently
chosen before hand, and the randomization in parameter largely relieves the computational burden.
FNNRW is aimed at estimating only the weight parameter at|ht=1 thus is extremely efficient. Such
property makes FNNRW more appropriate for analysis of the high-throughput data in Alzheimer’s
research.
[112] constructed a classifier using FNNRW where they conduct classification on the featurized
data as shown in Eq. (2.1). The classification model can be easily extended to the regression
scenario with the objective function formulated as:
min
at|ht=1
∥∥∥∥∥Y −
h∑
t=1
φ(XvTt + bt1)at
∥∥∥∥∥
2
F
+ γ
h∑
t=1
‖at‖22 , (2.2)
where γ is the hyper-parameter for the regularization term and at = [a1, a2, . . . , ac] ∈ Rc is
the weight parameter of the t-th hidden node for c different endophenotypes. As discussed above,
Problem (2.2) can be adopted to efficiently estimate the nonlinear associations between genetic
variations and brain endophenotypes. However, since the parameters of hidden layer is randomly
assigned, traditional FNNRW model makes it hard to evaluate the importance of each feature.
To tackle with these problems, we propose a novel additive model in next section, which
not only maintains the advantage of computational efficiency of FNNRW but also integrates the
flexibility and interpretability of additive models.
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2.3 FNAM for Quantitative Trait Loci Identification
We propose new Additive Model via Feedforward Neural networks with random weights
(FNAM) as:
fa(X) =
h∑
t=1
d∑
j=1
φ(vtjxj + bt1)at , (2.3)
where we distinguish the contribution of each feature xj and formulate the model in an additive
style for the prediction. Similar to that of FNNRW, we propose to optimize the least square loss
between the ground truth endophenotype matrix Y and the estimation fa(X) with `2-norm penal-
ization, then we propose the following objective function:
min
at|ht=1
∥∥∥∥∥Y −
h∑
t=1
d∑
j=1
φ(vtjxj + bt1)at
∥∥∥∥∥
2
F
+ γ
h∑
t=1
‖at‖22 , (2.4)
For simplicity, if we define A = [a1, a2, . . . , ah]T ∈ Rh×c as the weight parameter for hidden
nodes, and G ∈ Rn×h such that
G =

d∑
j=1
φ(v1jx1j + b1) . . .
d∑
j=1
φ(vhjx1j + bh)
... . . .
...
d∑
j=1
φ(v1jxnj + b1) . . .
d∑
j=1
φ(vhjxnj + bh)
 , (2.5)
then we could rewrite our objective function Problem (2.4) as:
min
A
‖Y −GA‖2F + γ ‖A‖2F . (2.6)
Take derivative w.r.t. A in Problem (2.6) and set it to 0, we get the closed form solution of A
as below:
A = (GTG+ γI)−1GTY . (2.7)
As discussed in the previous section, one obvious advantage of FNAM over FNNRW is that
FNAM considers the role of each feature independently in the prediction, thus makes it possible
to interpret the importance of each SNP in the identification QTL, which is a fundamental goal of
jointly studying genetic and brain imaging features.
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Algorithm 1 Optimization Algorithm of FNAM for QTL Identification.
Input:
SNP matrix X ∈ Rn×d, endophenotype Y ∈ Rn×c, number of hidden nodes h, parameter γ.
Output:
Weight matrix A ∈ Rh×c for the hidden nodes. Weight matrix W ∈ Rd×c showing the relative
importance of the d SNPs in the prediction.
1: Initialize the weight matrix V ∈ Rh×d randomly according to uniform distribution U(0, 1).
2: Initialize the bias term b ∈ Rh randomly according to uniform distribution U(0, 1).
3: 1. Compute G matrix according to the definition in Eq. (2.5).
4: 2. Update A according to the solution in Eq. (2.7)
5: 3. Compute W according to the definition in Eq. (2.9).
Here we discuss how to estimate the role of each feature in FNAM. To separate the contribution
of each feature, we rewrite Eq. (2.3) as below:
fa(X) =
d∑
j=1
(
h∑
t=1
φ(vtjxj + bt1)at) , (2.8)
which indicates that the prediction function fa(X) can be regarded as the summation of d terms,
where the j-th term
h∑
t=1
φ(vtjxj + bt1)at denotes the contribution of the j-th feature.
Naturally, if we normalize the magnitude of the j-th term with the `2-norm of xj , we could
get a good estimation of the significance of the j-th feature. As a consequence, we could define a
weight matrix W ∈ Rd×c to show the importance of the d SNPs in the prediction of the c imaging
features respectively, such that:
wjl =
∥∥∥∥ h∑
t=1
φ(vtjxj + bt1)atl
∥∥∥∥
‖xj‖ , j = 1, . . . d, l = 1, . . . c , (2.9)
We summarize the optimization step of AFNNRW in Algorithm 1 and provide rigorous con-
vergence proof of AFNNRW in the Appendix.
Time Complexity Analysis: We summarize the optimization steps of FNAM in Algorithm
1. In Algorithm 1, the time complexity of Step 1 (computing G) is O(ndh), the time complexity
of Step 2 (computing A) is O(h2n + hnc), and the time complexity of Step 3 (computing W ) is
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O(ndhc), where n is the number of patients, d denotes the number of SNPs, and c represents the
number of brain endophenotypes. Typically, we have d > h and d > c in the identification of QTL,
thus the total time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(ndhc).
2.4 Generalization Ability Analysis
In this section, based on the real situation of biological data, we provide theoretical analysis on
the approximation ability of our FNAM model and derive the upper bound of generalization error.
In most previous works, theoretical analysis is based on the hypothesis of independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) samples. However, the i.i.d. sampling is a very restrictive concept
that occurs only in the ideal case. As we know, the acquisition of high-throughput biological data
involves complicated equipments, reagents as well as precise operation of highly trained techni-
cians, which usually introduce variations to the data during the measurement process [77]. Thus,
the i.i.d. sampling assumption is not appropriate for the high-throughput biological data analysis.
In this section, we provide a learning rate estimate of our model in a much general setting, i.e.,
m-dependent observations [96].
For simplicity, here we consider the prediction of only one brain endophenotype y ∈ Rn, which
could be easily extended to the case with multiple endophenotypes. Besides, we incorporate the
bias term b into the weight matrix V by adding one feature valued 1 for all samples to the data
matrix X . For analysis feasibility, we reformulate the general FNAM model as below.
Let Z = X × Y , where X is a compact metric space and Y ⊂ [−k, k] for some constant
k > 0. For any given z = {(xi, yi)}ni=1 ∈ Zn and each j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}, we denote φ(j)i =
[φ(v1j, xij), . . . , φ(vhj, xij)]
T ∈ Rh and v(j) = [v1j, v2j, . . . , vhj]T ∈ Rh, where each vtj ,
1 ≤ t ≤ h, is generated i.i.d. from a distribution µ on [0, 1].
The FNN with random weights in FNAM can be formulated as the following optimization
problem:
az = arg min
a∈Rhd
{
1
n
n∑
i=1
( d∑
j=1
(a(j))Tφ(j)i − yi
)2
+ γ
d∑
j=1
∥∥a(j)∥∥2
2
}
, (2.10)
where a(j) = [a(j)1 , a
(j)
2 , ..., a
(j)
h ]
T ∈ Rh.
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The predictor of FNAM is fz =
d∑
j=1
h∑
t=1
a
(j)
z,tφ(vtj, ·), to investigate the generalization error
bound of FNAM, we rewrite it from a function approximation viewpoint.
Define the hypothesis function space of FNAM as:
Mh =
{
f =
d∑
j=1
f (j) : f (j) =
h∑
t=1
atjφ(vtj, ·), atj ∈ R
}
(2.11)
and for any j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}
∥∥∥f (j)∥∥∥2
`2
= inf
{∥∥∥a(j)∥∥∥2
2
: f =
h∑
t=1
atjφ(vtj, ·)
}
. (2.12)
Then, FNAM can be rewritten as the following optimization problem:
fz =
d∑
j=1
f (j)z = arg min
f∈Mh
{
Ez(f) + γ
d∑
j=1
∥∥f (j)∥∥2
`2
}
, (2.13)
where Ez(f) is the empirical risk defined by Ez(f) = 1n
n∑
i=1
(f(xi)− yi)2 .
For the regression problem, the goal of learning is to find a prediction function f : x→ R such
that the expected risk
E(f) =
∫
Z
(y − f(x))2dρ(x, y) (2.14)
is as small as possible. It is well known that the Bayes function
fρ(x) =
∫
Y
ydρ(y|x) (2.15)
is the minimizer of E(f) over all measurable functions. Therefore, the excess expected risk E(f)−
E(fρ) is used as the measure to evaluate the performance of learning algorithm.
Since Y ⊂ [−k, k] and ‖fρ‖∞ ≤ k, we introduce the clipping operation
pi(f) = max(−k,min(f(x), k)) (2.16)
to get tight estimate on the excess risk of FNAM. Recall that FNAM in (2.4) depends on the
additive structure and random weighted networks. Indeed, theoretical analysis of standard random
weighted networks has been provided in [60, 112] to characterize its generalization error bound.
However, the previous works are restricted to the setting of i.i.d. samples, and do not cover the
additive models. Hence, it is necessary to establish the upper bound of E(pi(fz)) − E(fρ) with
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much general setting, e.g., m-dependent observations [96, 143]. In this work we consider this
more general condition, m-dependent observations other than i.i.d. condition such that the model
is applicable to more application problems.
Now, we introduce some necessary definitions and notations for theoretical analysis. Let {Zi =
(Xi, Yi)}∞i=1 be a stationary random process on a probability space (Ω,A, P ). Denote Ai1 as the
σ-algebras of events generated by (Z1, Z2, . . . , Zi) and denote A∞i+m as the σ-algebras of events
generated by (Zi+m, Zi+m+1, . . . ).
Definition. For m ≥ 0, if Ai1 and A∞i+m are independent, we call {Zi}∞i=1 m-dependent.
It is clear that m = 0 for i.i.d. observations.
It is a position to present the main result on the excess risk E(pi(fz))− E(fρ).
Theorem 1. Let fz be defined in (2.4) associated withm-dependent observations z = {(xi, yi)}ni=1.
There holds
EρnEµh ‖pi(fz)− fρ‖2L2ρX
≤ c
√
log n(m) − 1
2
log γ
n(m)
(2.17)
+ inf
f∈Mh
{∥∥∥f − fρ∥∥∥2
LρX
+ γ
d∑
j=1
∥∥∥f (j)∥∥∥2
`2
}
,
where n(m) = b n
m+1
c, ‖ · ‖L2ρX is norm of square integral function space L2ρX , and c is a positive
constant independent of n(m), γ.
Theorem 1 demonstrates that FNAM can achieve the learning rate O(
√
logn(m)
n(m)
) as the hypoth-
esis space satisfies
inf
f∈Mh
{∥∥∥f − fρ∥∥∥2
L2ρX
+ γ
d∑
j=1
∥∥∥f (j)∥∥∥2
`2
}
= O
(√ log n(m)
n(m)
)
. (2.18)
When fρ ∈Mh, we have
lim
n→∞
EρnEµh ‖pi(fz)− fρ‖2L2ρX = 0, (2.19)
which means the proposed algorithm is consistency. The current result extends the previous theo-
retical analysis with i.i.d samples [60, 112] to the m-dependent observations. Indeed, we can also
obtain the error bound for strong mixing samples by the current analysis framework.
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The following Bernstein inequality for m-dependent observations (Theorem 4.2 in [96]) is
used for our theoretical analysis.
Lemma 1. Let {Zi}∞i=1 be a stationary m-dependent process on probability space (Ω,A, P ). Let
ψ : R→ R be some measurable function and Ui = ψ(Zi), 1 ≤ i ≤ ∞. Assume that |U1| ≤ d1 and
EU1 = 0. Then, for all n ≥ m+ 1 and  > 0,
P
{ 1
n
n∑
i=1
Ui ≥ 
}
≤ exp
{
− n
(m)2
2(E|U1|2 + d13 )
}
, (2.20)
where n(m) = b n
m+1
c is the number of “effective observations”.
The covering number is introduced to measure the capacity of hypothesis space, which has
been studied extensively in [28, 29, 178].
Definition. The covering number N (F , ) of a function set F is the minimal integer l such
that there exists l disks with radius  covering F .
Considering the hypothesis spaceMh in Section 4, we define its subset
BR =
{
f ∈Mh :
d∑
j=1
∥∥f (j)∥∥2
`2
:=
d∑
j=1
h∑
t=1
|atj|2 ≤ R2
}
. (2.21)
Now we present the uniform concentration estimate for f ∈ BR
Lemma 2. Let z = {zi}ni=1 := {(xi, yi)}ni=1 ∈ Zn be m-dependent observations. Then
P
{
sup
f∈BR
(
E(pi(f))− E(fρ)− (Ez(pi(f))− Ez(fρ))
)
≥ 
}
≤ N (BR, 
16k
) · exp
{
− n
(m)2
512k2 + 22k
}
.
(2.22)
Proof: Set Ui = ψf (zi) = E(pi(f)) − E(fρ) − ((yi − pi(f)(xi))2 − (yi − fρ(xi))2). It is easy
to verify that |Ui| ≤ 8k2 and EUi = 0. From Lemma 1 we obtain, for any given m-dependent
samples z = {(xi, yi)}ni=1 ∈ Zn and measurable function f ,
P
{ 1
n
n∑
i=1
ψf (zi) ≥ 
}
= P
{
E(pi(f))− E(fρ)− (Ez(pi(f))− Ez(fρ)) ≥ 
}
(2.23)
≤ exp
{
− n
(m)2
128k2 + 16k/3
}
.
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Let J = N (BR, 16k ) and {fj}Jj=1 be the centers of disks Dj such that BR ⊂
J⋃
j=1
Dj . Observe
that, for all f ∈ Dj and z ∈ Zn,
1
n
n∑
i=1
(ψf (zi)− ψfj(zi))
=
∣∣∣E(pi(f))− E(fρ)− (Ez(pi(f))− Ez(fρ))
−[E(pi(fj))− E(fρ)− (Ez(pi(fj))− Ez(fρ))]
∣∣∣ (2.24)
=
∣∣∣E(pi(f))− E(fj)− (Ez(pi(f))− Ez(fj))∣∣∣
≤ 8k ‖f − fj‖∞ ≤

2
.
It means that
sup
f∈Dj
E(pi(f))− E(fρ)− (Ez(pi(f))− Ez(fρ)) ≥ 
=⇒ E(pi(fj))− E(fρ)− (Ez(pi(fj))− Ez(fρ)) ≥ 
2
.
(2.25)
Then
P
{
sup
f∈BR
(E(pi(f))− E(fρ)− (Ez(pi(f))− Ez(fρ))) ≥ 
}
≤
J∑
j=1
P
{
sup
f∈Dj
(E(pi(fj))− E(fρ)− (Ez(pi(fj))− Ez(fρ)))
}
(2.26)
≤ N (BR, 
16k
) exp
{
− n
(m)2
4(128k2 + 16k/3)
}
.
This completes the proof. 2
Proof of Theorem 1: According to the definition of E(f) and fρ, we deduce that
E(pi(fz))− E(fρ) = ‖pi(fz)− fρ‖2LρX = E1 + E2 , (2.27)
whereE1 = E(pi(fz))−E(fρ)−(Ez(pi(fz))−Ez(fρ)) andE2 = Ez(pi(fz))−Ez(fρ)+γ
d∑
j=1
∥∥∥f (j)z ∥∥∥2
`2
.
Now we turn to bound E1 in terms of Lemma 2. According to the definition of fz, we get
γ
d∑
j=1
∥∥f (j)z ∥∥2`2 ≤ Ez(0) ≤ k2 . (2.28)
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It means that fz ∈ BR with R = k√γ . By proposition 5 in ([28]), we know that:
logN (BR, ) ≤ hd log(4R

) . (2.29)
Integrating these facts into Lemma 2, we obtain:
P{E1 ≥ }
≤ P{ sup
f∈BR
(E(pi(f))− E(fρ)− (Ez(pi(f))− Ez(fρ))) ≥ } (2.30)
≤ exp
{
hd log(
64kR

)− n
(m)2
512k2 + 22k
}
.
Then, for any η ≥ 64k2
n(m)
,
Eρn(E1) =
∫ ∞
0
P{E1 ≥ }d
≤ η +
∫ ∞
η
exp
{
hd log(
64k2

√
γ
)− n
(m)2
512k2 + 22k
}
d
≤ η + γ−hd2 exp
{ n(m)2
512k2 + 22k
}
·
∫ ∞
η
(
64k2

)hdd (2.31)
≤ η + γ−hd2 exp
{ n(m)2
512k2 + 22k
}
· (64k
2

)hdη · 1
hd− 1
≤ η + γ−hd2 exp
{ n(m)2
512k2 + 22k
}
· (n(m))hd · η
hd− 1 .
Setting η = γ−
hd
2 exp{− n(m)η2
512k2+22kη
}(n(m))hd η
hd−1 , we get:
(
√
γ
n(m)
)hd(hd− 1) = exp
{
− n
(m)η2
512k2 + 22kη
}
. (2.32)
From this equation, we can deduce that
η ≤ khd[log(n
(m))− log√γ]
n(m)
+ 50k2
√
hd(log n(m) − log√γ)
n(m)
. (2.33)
Hence,
Eρn(E1) ≤ 2η
≤2khd(log(n
(m) − log√γ)
n(m)
+ 100k2
√
hd(log(n(m) − log√γ)
n(m)
.
(2.34)
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On the other hand, the definition fz tells us that
Eρn(E2)
= Eρn
(
inf
f∈Mh
{Ez(f)− Ez(fρ) + γ
d∑
j=1
∥∥∥f (j)∥∥∥2
`2
}
)
≤ inf
f∈Mh
{
Eρn(Ez(f)− Ez(fρ)) + γ
d∑
j=1
∥∥∥f (j)∥∥∥2
`2
}
≤ inf
f∈Mh
{∫
X
(f(x)− fρ(x))2dρX (x) + γ
d∑
j=1
∥∥∥f (j)∥∥∥2
`2
}
.
(2.35)
Combining Eq.(2.27) - (2.35), we get the desired result in Theorem 1. 2
2.5 Experimental Results
In this section, we conduct experiments on the ADNI cohort. The goal of QTL identification
is to predict brain imaging features given the SNP data. Meanwhile, we expect the model to show
the importance of different SNPs, which is fundamental to understanding the role of each genetic
variant in Alzheimer’s disease.
2.5.1 Data Description
The data used in this work were obtained from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Ini-
tiative (ADNI) database (adni.loni.usc.edu). One of the goals of ADNI is to test whether serial
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission tomography (PET), other biological mark-
ers, and clinical and neuropsychological assessment can be combined to measure the progres-
sion of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and early AD. For the latest information, see www.
adni-info.org. The genotype data [121] for all non-Hispanic Caucasian participants from the
ADNI Phase 1 cohort were used here. They were genotyped using the Human 610-Quad Bead-
Chip. Among all the SNPs, only SNPs within the boundary of ±20K base pairs of the 153 AD
candidate genes listed on the AlzGene database (www.alzgene.org) as of 4/18/2011 [13], were
selected after the standard quality control (QC) and imputation steps. The QC criteria for the SNP
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Figure 1: Performance of RMSE and CorCoe sensitivity of FNAM w.r.t. the number of hidden
nodes.
data include (1) call rate check per subject and per SNP marker, (2) gender check, (3) sibling pair
identification, (4) the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium test, (5) marker removal by the minor allele fre-
quency and (6) population stratification. As the second pre-processing step, the QC’ed SNPs were
imputed using the MaCH software [80] to estimate the missing genotypes. As a result, our anal-
yses included 3,123 SNPs extracted from 153 genes (boundary: ±20KB) using the ANNOVAR
annotation (http://annovar.openbioinformatics.org).
As described previously, two widely employed automated MRI analysis techniques were used
to process and extract imaging phenotypes from scans of ADNI participants [126]. First, Voxel-
Based Morphometry (VBM) [6] was performed to define global gray matter (GM) density maps
and extract local GM density values for 90 target regions. Second, automated parcellation via
FreeSurfer V4 [44] was conducted to define volumetric and cortical thickness values for 90 re-
gions of interest (ROIs) and to extract total intracranial volume (ICV). Further details are available
in [126]. All these measures were adjusted for the baseline ICV using the regression weights
derived from the healthy control (HC) participants. All 749 participants with no missing MRI
measurements were included in this study, including 330 AD samples, and 210 MCI samples and
209 health control (HC) samples. In this study, we focus on a subset of these 90 imaging features
which are reported to be related with AD. We extract these QTs from roughly matching regions of
interest (ROIs) with VBM and FreeSurfer. Please see [147] for details. We select 26 measures for
FreeSurfer, 36 measures for VBM and summarize these measures in Table 2 and Table 1.
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Figure 2: Runtime (in seconds) comparison of FNAM w.r.t. number of hidden nodes.
2.5.2 Experimental Setting
To evaluate the performance of our FNAM model, we compare with the following related meth-
ods: LSR (Least square regression), RR (Ridge regression), Lasso (LSR with `1-norm regulariza-
tion), Trace (LSR with trace norm regularization), and FNNRW (Feedforward neural network
with random weights), where we consider the Frobenius norm loss in the Remp term of ([112]) for
regression problem. We add a comparing method, FNNRW-Linear (FNNRW using linear activa-
tion function), which use linear activation function φ(x) = x to illustrate the contribution of the
nonlinearity of activation function.
As for evaluation metric, we calculate root mean square error (RMSE) and correlation coef-
ficient (CorCoe) between the predicted value and ground truth in out-of-sample prediction. We
normalize the RMSE value via Frobenius norm of the ground truth matrix. In comparison, we
adopt 5-fold cross validation and report the average performance on these 5 trials for each method.
We tune the hyper-parameter of all models in the range of {10−4, 10−3.5, . . . , 104} via nested
5-fold cross validation on the training data, and report the best parameter w.r.t. RMSE of each
method. For methods involving feedforward neural networks, i.e., FNNRW, FNNRW-Linear, and
FNAM, we set h = 50. For FNNRW and FNAM, we set φ(.) as the tanh function.
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2.5.3 Performance Comparison on ADNI Cohort
We summarize the RMSE and CorCoe comparison results in Table 3. From the results we
notice that FNAM outperforms all the counterparts in both FreeSurfer and VBM. Besides, from
the comparison between Lasso, Trace and FNAM, we find that the assumptions imposed by Lasso
(assumption of sparse structure) and Trace (low-rank assumption) may not be appropriate when
the distribution of the real data does not conform to such assumptions. In contrast, FNAM is more
flexible and adaptive since FNAM does not make such structure assumption on the data distribu-
tion. Moreover, from the comparison between FNNRW, FNNRW-Linear and FNAM, we find that
both FNNRW and FNAM outperform FNNRW-Linear, which demonstrates the importance of the
nonlinearity introduced by the activation function. FNNRW-Linear only involves linear functions,
thus is not able to show the non-linear influence of QTL. As for FNNRW, we deem that the reason
for FNAM to perform better than FNNRW lies in the additive mechanism of FNAM. Since FN-
NRW incorporates all features in each computation, it seems too complex for the prediction thus
brings about high variance.
2.5.4 Important SNP Discovery
Here we look into the significant SNPs in the prediction. According to the definition in Eq.
(2.9), we calculate the importance of each SNP and select the top 10 SNPs that weigh the most in
VBM analysis.
We plot the weight map and brain map of the top 10 SNPs in Figure 3. The weight matrix
is calculated on the whole VBM data so as to avoid the randomness introduced by fold split. (a)
Heat map showing the weights calculated via Eq. (2.9) of the top 10 SNPs in the prediction. (b)
Weight matrix mapped on the brain for the VBM analysis. Different colors are employed to denote
different ROIs. From the results, we notice that ApoE-rs429358 ranks the first in our prediction.
As the major known genetic risk factor of AD, ApoE has been reported to be related with lowered
parietal [133], temporal [141], and posterior cingulate cerebral glucose metabolism [81] of AD
patients. Moreover, we present the LocusZoom plot [111] for the SNPs close to LIPA gene (10M
boundary) in Chromosome 10 to show the AD-associated region around LIPA-rs885561 in Figure
4. Similar to ApoE, LIPA gene is also known to be involved in cholesterol metabolism [105],
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where elevated cholesterol levels lead to higher risk of developing AD. In addition, we detect other
SNPs that are established AD risk factors, e.g., rs1639-PON2 [127] and rs2070045-SORL1 [116].
Replication of these results demonstrate the validity of our model.
We also pick out SNPs with potential risks whose influence on AD has not been clearly re-
vealed in literature. For example, rs727153-LRAT is known to be related with several visual
diseases, including early-onset severe retinal dystrophy and Leber congenital amaurosis 14 [109].
LRAT catalyzes the esterification of all-trans-retinol into all-trans-retinyl ester, which is essential
for vitamin A metabolism in the visual system [47]. Clinically, vitamin A have been demonstrated
to slow the progression of dementia and there are reports showing an trend of lower vitamin A
level in AD patients [104]. Thus, it would interesting to look into the molecular role of LRAT in
the progression of AD in future study. Such findings may provide insights into the discovery of
new AD-associated genetic variations as well as the prevention and therapy of this disease.
2.5.5 Performance with Varying Hidden Node Number
In Algorithm 1, we need to predefine the number of hidden nodes h, thus it is crucial to test
if the performance of FNAM is stable with different h. In this section, we analyze the stability of
FNAM model w.r.t. the choice of hidden node number. Figure 1 display the RMSE and CorCoe
comparison results of FNAM when h is set in the range of {10, 20, . . . , 100}. From these results
we can find that our FNAM model performs quite stable w.r.t. the choice of hidden node number.
As a consequence, we do not need to make much effort on tuning the number of hidden nodes.
This is important to an efficient implementation in practice.
2.5.6 Running Time Analysis
Here we present experimental results to analyze the runtime (in seconds) of FNAM with dif-
ferent number of hidden nodes. Our experiments are conducted on a 24-core Intel(R) Xeon(R)
E5-2620 v3 CPU @ 2.40GHz server with 65GB memory. The operating system is Ubuntu 16.04.1
and the software we use is Matlab R2016a (64-bit) 9.0.0. Seen from Figure 2, it only takes a few
minutes to run our model on the ADNI data. Y-axis shows the average runtime of one fold in the
cross validation, including the time for tuning hyperparameter γ as well as the time for obtaining
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the prediction results. The running time is roughly linear to the number of hidden nodes, which is
consistent with our theoretical analysis that the time complexity of FNAM is O(ndhc). This result
further illustrates the efficiency of our model, such that we can use the model in larger scale case
in an efficient manner.
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Table 1: 36 GM density measures (VBM) matched with disease-related ROIs.
GM Density ID ROI
LHippocampus, RHippocampus Hippocampus
LParahipp, RParahipp Parahippocampal gyrus
LPrecuneus, RPrecuneus Precuneus
LInfFrontal Oper, RInfFrontal Oper Inferior frontal operculum
LInfOrbFrontal, RInfOrbFrontal Inferior orbital frontal gyrus
LInfFrontal Triang, RInfFrontal Triang Inferior frontal triangularis
LMedOrbFrontal, RMedOrbFrontal Medial orbital frontal gyrus
LMidFrontal, RMidFrontal Middle frontal gyrus
LMidOrbFrontal, RMidOrbFrontal Middle orbital frontal gyrus
LSupFrontal, RSupFrontal Superior frontal gyrus
LMedSupFrontal, RMedSupFrontal Medial superior frontal gyrus
LSupOrbFrontal, RSupOrbFrontal Superior orbital frontal gyrus
LRectus, RRectus Rectus gyrus
LRolandic Oper, RRolandic Oper Rolandic operculum
LSuppMotorArea, RSuppMotorArea Supplementary motor area
LInfTemporal, RInfTemporal Inferior temporal gyrus
LMidTemporal, RMidTemporal Middle temporal gyrus
LSupTemporal, RSupTemporal Superior temporal gyrus
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Table 2: 26 volumetric/thickness measures (FreeSurfer) matched with disease-related ROIs.
Volume/Thickness ID ROI
LHippVol, RHippVol Volume of hippocampus
LEntCtx, REntCtx Thickness of entorhinal cortex
LParahipp, RParahipp Thickness of parahippocampal gyrus
LPrecuneus, RPrecuneus Thickness of precuneus
LCaudMidFrontal, RCaudMidFrontal Mean thickness of caudal midfrontal
LRostMidFrontal, RRostMidFrontal Mean thickness of rostral midfrontal
LSupFrontal, RSupFrontal Mean thickness of superior frontal
LLatOrbFrontal, RLatOrbFrontal Mean thickness of lateral orbitofrontal
LMedOrbFrontal, RMedOrbFrontal Mean thickness of medial orbitofrontal gyri
LFrontalPole, RFrontalPole Mean thickness of frontal pole
LInfTemporal, RInfTemporal Mean thickness of inferior temporal
LMidTemporal, RMidTemporal Mean thickness of middle temporal
LSupTemporal, RSupTemporal Mean thickness of superior temporal gyri
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Figure 3: Heat map (upper) and brain map (below) of the top 10 SNPs identified by FNAM in
VBM analysis.
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Table 3: Performance evaluation of FNAM on FreeSurfer and VBM prediction.
FreeSurfer VBM
RMSE
LSR 0.258±0.012 0.175±0.005
RR 0.184±0.013 0.129±0.004
Lasso 0.253±0.012 0.128±0.004
Trace 0.197±0.015 0.139±0.005
FNNRW-Linear 0.244±0.019 0.199±0.017
FNNRW 0.227±0.022 0.168±0.027
FNAM 0.182±0.013 0.125±0.003
CorCoe
LSR 0.965±0.003 0.585±0.019
RR 0.982±0.003 0.744±0.014
Lasso 0.966±0.003 0.748±0.014
Trace 0.979±0.003 0.710±0.019
FNNRW-Linear 0.968±0.004 0.512±0.059
FNNRW 0.972±0.006 0.604±0.082
FNAM 0.982±0.003 0.759±0.011
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Figure 4: LocusZoom plot showing Alzheimer’s associated region around rs885561-LIPA (10M
boundary) in Chromosome 10.
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3.0 Uncovering Feature Group via Structured Additive Model
3.1 Introduction
The additive models based on statistical learning methods have been playing important roles
for the high-dimensional data analysis due to their well performance on prediction tasks and vari-
able selection (deep learning models often don’t work well when the number of training data is
not large). In essential, additive models inherit the representation flexibility of nonlinear models
and the interpretability of linear models. For a learning approach under additive models, there
are two key components: the hypothesis function space and the regularizer to address certain re-
strictions on estimator. Different from traditional learning methods, the hypothesis space used in
additive models is relied on the decomposition of input vector. Usually, each input vector X ∈ Rp
is divided into p parts directly [114, 173, 23, 167] or some subgroups according to prior structural
information among input variables [166, 165]. The component function is defined on each de-
composed input and the hypothesis function is constructed by the sum of all component functions.
Typical examples of hypothesis space include the kernel-based function space [113, 23, 64] and
the spline-based function space [83, 94, 58, 173]. Moreover, the Tikhonov regularization scheme
has been used extensively for constructing the additive models, where the regularizer is employed
to control the complexity of hypothesis space. The examples of regularizer include the kernel-
norm regularization associated with the reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) [22, 23, 64] and
various sparse regularization [114, 173, 165].
More recently several group sparse additive models have been proposed to tackle the high-
dimensional regression problem due to their nice theoretical properties and empirical effectiveness
[94, 58, 165]. However, most existing additive model based learning approaches are mainly lim-
ited to the least squares regression problem and spline-based hypothesis spaces. Surprisingly,
there is no any algorithmic design and theoretical analysis for classification problem with group
sparse additive models in RKHS. This chapter focuses on filling in this gap on algorithmic design
and learning theory for additive models. A novel sparse classification algorithm, called as group
sparse additive machine (GroupSAM), is proposed under a coefficient-based regularized frame-
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work, which is connected to the linear programming support vector machine (LPSVM) [142, 159].
By incorporating the grouped variables with prior structural information and the `2,1-norm based
structured sparse regularizer, the new GroupSAM model can conduct the nonlinear classification
and variable selection simultaneously. Similar to the sparse additive machine (SAM) in [173], our
GroupSAM model can be efficiently solved via proximal gradient descent algorithm. The main
contributions of this chapter can summarized in two-fold:
• A new group sparse nonlinear classification algorithm (GroupSAM) is proposed by extend-
ing the previous additive regression models to the classification setting, which contains the
LPSVM with additive kernel as its special setting. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first algorithmic exploration of additive classification models with group sparsity.
• Theoretical analysis and empirical evaluations on generalization ability are presented to sup-
port the effectiveness of GroupSAM. Based on constructive analysis on the hypothesis error,
we get the estimate on the excess generalization error, which shows that our GroupSAM model
can achieve the fast convergence rate O(n−1) under mild conditions. Experimental results
demonstrate the competitive performance of GroupSAM over the related methods on both
simulated and real data.
Before ending this section, we discuss related works. In [22], support vector machine (SVM)
with additive kernels was proposed and its classification consistency was established. Although
this method can also be used for grouped variables, it only focuses on the kernel-norm regularizer
without addressing the sparseness for variable selection. In [173], the SAM was proposed to
deal with the sparse representation on the orthogonal basis of hypothesis space. Despite good
computation and generalization performance, SAM does not explore the structure information of
input variables and ignores the interactions among variables. More important, different from finite
splines approximation in [173], our approach enables us to estimate each component function
directly in RKHS. As illustrated in [138, 88], the RKHS-based method is flexible and only depends
on few tuning parameters, but the commonly used spline methods need specify the number of basis
functions and the sequence of knots.
It should be noticed that the group sparse additive models (GroupSpAM in [165]) also address
the sparsity on the grouped variables. However, there are key differences between GroupSAM
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Table 4: Properties of different additive models.
SAM [173] Group Lasso[166] GroupSpAM [165] GroupSAM
Hypothesis space data-independent data-independent data-independent data-dependent
Loss function hinge loss least-square least-square hinge loss
Group sparsity No Yes Yes Yes
Generalization bound Yes No No Yes
and GroupSpAM: 1) Hypothesis space. The component functions in our model are obtained by
searching in kernel-based data dependent hypothesis spaces, but the method in [165] uses data
independent hypothesis space (not associated with kernel). As shown in [129, 128, 19, 161], the
data dependent hypothesis space can provide much more adaptivity and flexibility for nonlinear
prediction. The advantage of kernel-based hypothesis space for additive models is also discussed
in [88]. 2) Loss function. The hinge loss used in our classification model is different from the least-
squares loss in [165]. 3) Optimization. Our GroupSAM only needs to construct one component
function for each variable group, but the model in [165] needs to find the component functions
for each variable in a group. Thus, our method is usually more efficient. Due to the kernel-
based component function and non-smooth hinge loss, the optimization of GroupSpAM can not
be extended to our model directly. 4) Learning theory. We establish the generalization bound of
GroupSAM by the error estimate technique with data dependent hypothesis spaces, while the error
bound is not covered in [165]. Now, we present a brief summary in Table 4 to better illustrate the
differences of our GroupSAM with other methods.
3.2 Group Sparse Additive Machine
In this section, we first revisit the basic background of binary classification and additive mod-
els, and then introduce our new GroupSAM model.
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Let Z := (X ,Y) ⊂ Rp+1, where X ⊂ Rp is a compact input space and Y = {−1, 1} is the
set of labels. We assume that the training samples z := {zi}ni=1 = {(xi, yi)}ni=1 are independently
drawn from an unknown distribution ρ on Z , where each xi ∈ X and yi ∈ {−1, 1}. Let’s denote
the marginal distribution of ρ on X as ρX and denote its conditional distribution for given x ∈ X
as ρ(·|x).
For a real-valued function f : X → R, we define its induced classifier as sgn(f), where
sgn(f)(x) = 1 if f(x) ≥ 0 and sgn(f)(x) = −1 if f(x) < 0. The prediction performance of f is
measured by the misclassification error:
R(f) = Prob{Y f(X) ≤ 0} =
∫
X
Prob(Y 6= sgn(f)(x)|x)dρX . (3.1)
It is well known that the minimizer ofR(f) is the Bayes rule:
fc(x) = sgn
(∫
Y
ydρ(y|x)
)
= sgn
(
Prob(y = 1|x)− Prob(y = −1|x)
)
. (3.2)
Since the Bayes rule involves the unknown distribution ρ, it can not be computed directly. In
machine learning literature, the classification algorithm usually aims to find a good approximation
of fc by minimizing the empirical misclassification risk:
Rz(f) = 1
n
n∑
i=1
I(yif(xi) ≤ 0) , (3.3)
where I(A) = 1 if A is true and 0 otherwise. However, the minimization problem associated with
Rz(f) is NP-hard due to the 0− 1 loss I . To alleviate the computational difficulty, various convex
losses have been introduced to replace the 0− 1 loss, e.g., the hinge loss, the least square loss, and
the exponential loss [171, 9, 29]. Among them, the hinge loss is the most popular error metric for
classification problem due to its nice theoretical properties. In this chapter, following [22, 173], we
use the hinge loss `(y, f(x)) = (1−yf(x))+ = max{1−yf(x), 0}to measure the misclassification
cost.The expected and empirical risks associated with the hinge loss are defined respectively as:
E(f) =
∫
Z
(1− yf(x))+dρ(x, y) , (3.4)
and
Ez(f) = 1
n
n∑
i=1
(1− yif(xi))+ . (3.5)
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In theory, the excess misclassification errorR(sgn(f))−R(fc) can be bounded by the excess
convex risk E(f)−E(fc) [171, 9, 29]. Therefore, the classification algorithm usually is constructed
under structural risk minimization [142] associated with Ez(f).
In this chapter, we propose a novel group sparse additive machine (GroupSAM) for nonlinear
classification. Let {1, · · · , p} be partitioned into d groups. For each j ∈ {1, ..., d}, we set X (j)
as the grouped input space and denote f (j) : X (j) → R as the corresponding component function.
Usually, the groups can be obtained by prior knowledge [165] or be explored by considering the
combinations of input variables [64].
Let eachK(j) : X (j)×X (j) → R be a Mercer kernel and letHK(j) be the corresponding RKHS
with norm ‖ · ‖K(j) . It has been proved in [22] that
H =
{ d∑
j=1
f (j) : f (j) ∈ HK(j) , 1 ≤ j ≤ d
}
(3.6)
with norm
‖f‖2K = inf
{ d∑
j=1
‖f (j)‖2K(j) : f =
d∑
j=1
f (j)
}
(3.7)
is an RKHS associated with the additive kernel K =
∑d
j=1K
(j).
For any given training set z = {(xi, yi)}ni=1, the additive model inH can be formulated as:
f¯z = arg min
f=
∑d
j=1 f
(j)∈H
{
Ez(f) + η
d∑
j=1
τj‖f (j)‖2K(j)
}
, (3.8)
where η = η(n) is a positive regularization parameter and {τj} are positive bounded weights for
different variable groups.
The solution f¯z in (3.8) has the following representation:
f¯z(x) =
d∑
j=1
f¯z
(j)
(x(j)) =
d∑
j=1
n∑
i=1
α¯
(j)
z,iyiK
(j)(x
(j)
i , x
(j)), α¯
(j)
z,i ∈ R, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ d . (3.9)
Observe that f¯z
(j)
(x) ≡ 0 is equivalent to α¯(j)z,i = 0 for all i. Hence, we expect ‖α¯(j)z ‖2 = 0 for
α¯z
(j) = (α¯
(j)
z,1, · · · , α¯(j)z,n)T ∈ Rn if the j-th variable group is not truly informative. This motivation
pushes us to consider the sparsity-induced penalty:
Ω(f) = inf
{ d∑
j=1
τj‖α(j)‖2 : f =
d∑
j=1
n∑
i=1
α
(j)
i yiK
(j)(x
(j)
i , ·)
}
. (3.10)
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This group sparse penalty aims at the variable selection [166] and was introduced into the additive
regression model [165].
Inspired by learning with data dependent hypothesis spaces [129], we introduce the following
hypothesis spaces associated with training samples z:
Hz =
{
f =
d∑
j=1
f (j) : f (j) ∈ H(j)z
}
, (3.11)
where
H(j)z =
{
f (j) =
n∑
i=1
α
(j)
i K
(j)(x
(j)
i , ·) : α(j)i ∈ R
}
. (3.12)
Under the group sparse penalty and data dependent hypothesis space, the group sparse additive
machine (GroupSAM) can be written as:
fz = arg min
f∈Hz
{ 1
n
n∑
i=1
(1− yif(xi))+ + λΩ(f)
}
, (3.13)
where λ > 0 is a regularization parameter.
Let’s denote α(j) = (α(j)1 , · · · , α(j)n )T and K(j)i = (K(j)(x(j)1 , x(j)i ), · · · , K(j)(x(j)n , x(j)i ))T . The
GroupSAM in (3.13) can be rewritten as:
fz =
d∑
j=1
f (j)z =
d∑
j=1
n∑
t=1
α
(j)
z,tK
(j)(x
(j)
t , ·) , (3.14)
with {α(j)z } = arg minα(j)∈Rn,1≤j≤d
{
1
n
∑n
i=1
(
1− yi
∑d
j=1(K
(j)
i )
Tα(j)
)
+
+ λ
∑d
j=1 τj‖α(j)‖2
}
.
The above formulation transforms the function-based learning problem (3.13) into a coefficient-
based learning problem in a finite dimensional vector space. The solution of (3.13) is spanned
naturally by the kernelized functions {K(j)(·, x(j)i ))}, rather than B-Spline basis functions [173].
When d = 1, our GroupSAM model degenerates to the special case which includes the LPSVM
loss and the sparsity regularization term. Compared with LPSVM [142, 159] and SVM with ad-
ditive kernels [22], our GroupSAM model imposes the sparsity on variable groups to improve the
prediction interpretation of additive classification model.
For given {τj}, the optimization problem of GroupSAM can be computed efficiently via an
accelerated proximal gradient descent algorithm developed in [173]. Due to space limitation, we
don’t recall the optimization algorithm here again.
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3.3 Generalization Error Bound
In this section, we will derive the estimate on the excess misclassification error R(sgn(fz))−
R(fc). Before providing the main theoretical result, we introduce some necessary assumptions for
learning theory analysis.
Assumption A. The intrinsic distribution ρ on Z := X × Y satisfies the Tsybakov noise
condition with exponent 0 ≤ q ≤ ∞. That is to say, for some q ∈ [0,∞) and ∆ > 0,
ρX
(
{x ∈ X : |Prob(y = 1|x)− Prob(y = −1|x)| ≤ ∆t}
)
≤ tq,∀t > 0. (3.15)
The Tsybakov noise condition was proposed in [140] and has been used extensively for theoret-
ical analysis of classification algorithms [159, 29, 158, 138]. Indeed, (3.15) holds with exponent
q = 0 for any distribution and with q = ∞ for well separated classes. Next we introduce the
empirical covering numbers [37] to measure the capacity of hypothesis space.
Definition 1. Let F be a set of functions on Z with u = {ui}ki=1 ⊂ Z . Define the `2-empirical
metric as `2,u(f, g) =
{
1
n
∑k
t=1(f(ut) − g(ut))2
} 1
2 . The covering number of F with `2-empirical
metric is defined as N2(F , ε) = supn∈N supu∈Xn N2,u(F , ε), where
N2,u(F , ε) = inf
{
l ∈ N : ∃{fi}li=1 ⊂ F s. t. F =
l⋃
i=1
{f ∈ F : `2,u(f, fi) ≤ ε}
}
. (3.16)
Let Br = {f ∈ HK : ‖f‖K ≤ r} and B(j)r = {f (j) ∈ HK(j) : ‖f (j)‖K(j) ≤ r}.
Assumption B. Assume that κ =
∑d
j=1 supx(j)
√
K(j)(x(j), x(j)) < ∞ and for some s ∈
(0, 2), cs > 0,
logN2(B(j)1 , ε) ≤ csε−s, ∀ε > 0, j ∈ {1, ..., d}. (3.17)
It has been asserted in [23] that under Assumption B the following holds:
logN2(B1, ε) ≤ csd1+sε−s, ∀ε > 0. (3.18)
It is worthy noticing that the empirical covering number has been studied extensively in learn-
ing theory literatures [37, 138]. We refer interested readers to the detailed examples provided
in Theorem 2 of [129], Lemma 3 of [128], and Examples 1, 2 of [52]. The capacity condition
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of additive assumption space just depends on the dimension of subspace X (j). When K(j) ∈
Cν(X (j) × X (j)) for every j ∈ {1, · · · , d}, the theoretical analysis in [129] assures that Assump-
tion B holds true for:
s =

2d0
d0+2ν
, ν ∈ (0, 1];
2d0
d0+ν
, ν ∈ [1, 1 + d0/2];
d0
ν
, ν ∈ (1 + d0/2,∞).
(3.19)
Here d0 denotes the maximum dimension among {X (j)}.
With respect to (3.8), we introduce the data-free regularized function fη defined by:
fη = arg min
f=
∑d
j=1 f
(j)∈H
{
E(f) + η
d∑
j=1
τj‖f (j)‖2K(j)
}
. (3.20)
Inspired by the analysis in [23], we define the following as the approximation error, which reflects
the learning ability of hypothesis spaceH under the Tikhonov regularization scheme.
D(η) = E(fη)− E(fc) + η
d∑
j=1
τj‖f (j)η ‖2K(j) (3.21)
The following approximation condition has been studied and used extensively for classification
problems, such as [18, 29, 159, 158]. Please see Examples 3 and 4 in [18] for the explicit version
for Soblov kernel and Gaussian kernel induced reproducing kernel Hilbert space.
Assumption C. There exists an exponent β ∈ (0, 1) and a positive constant cβ such that:
D(η) ≤ cβηβ,∀η > 0. (3.22)
Now we introduce our main theoretical result on the generalization bound as follows.
Theorem 2. Let 0 < min
j
τj ≤ max
j
τj ≤ c0 < ∞ and Assumptions A-C hold true. Take λ = n−θ
in (3.13) for 0 < θ ≤ min{2−s
2s
, 3+5β
2−2β}. For any δ ∈ (0, 1), there exists a constant C independent
of n, δ such that
R(sgn(fz))−R(fc) ≤ C log(3/δ)n−ϑ (3.23)
with confidence 1− δ, where
ϑ = min
{q + 1
q + 2
,
β(2θ + 1)
2β + 2
,
(q + 1)(2− s− 2sθ)
4 + 2q + sq
,
3 + 5β + 2βθ − 2θ
4 + 4β
}
. (3.24)
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Theorem 2 demonstrates that GroupSAM in (3.13) can achieve the convergence rate with poly-
nomial decay under mild conditions in hypothesis function space. When q →∞, β → 1, and each
K(j) ∈ C∞, the error decay rate of GroupSAM can arbitrarily close to O(n−min{1, 1+2θ4 }). Hence,
the fast convergence rate O(n−1) can be obtained under proper selections on parameters. To verify
the optimal bound, we need provide the lower bound for the excess misclassification error. This is
beyond the main focus of this chapter and we leave it for future study.
Additionally, the consistency of GroupSAM can be guaranteed with the increasing number of
training samples.
Corollary 1. Under conditions in Theorem 2, there holdsR(sgn(fz))−R(fc)→ 0 as n→∞.
To better understand our theoretical result, we compare it with the related works as below:
1) Compared with group sparse additive models. Although the asymptotic theory of group
sparse additive models has been well studied in [94, 58, 165], all of them only consider the regres-
sion task under the mean square error criterion and basis function expansion. Due to the kernel-
based component function and non-smooth hinge loss, the previous analysis cannot be extended to
GroupSAM directly.
2) Compared with classification with additive models. In [173], the convergence rate is pre-
sented for sparse additive machine (SAM), where the input space X is divided into p subspaces
directly without considering the interactions among variables. Different to the sparsity on variable
groups in this chapter, SAM is based on the sparse representation of orthonormal basis similar with
[94]. In [22], the consistency of SVM with additive kernel is established, where the kernel-norm
regularizer is used. However, the sparsity on variables and the learning rate are not investigated in
previous articles.
3) Compared with the related analysis techniques. While the analysis technique used here is
inspired from [159, 158], it is the first exploration for additive classification model with group
sparsity. In particular, the hypothesis error analysis develops the stepping stone technique from the
`1-norm regularizer to the group sparse `2,1-norm regularizer. Our analysis technique also can be
applied to other additive models. For example, we can extend the shrunk additive regression model
in [64] to the sparse classification setting and investigate its generalization bound by the current
technique.
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Proof sketches of Theorem 1
To get tight error estimate, we introduce the clipping operator
pi(f)(x) = max{−1,min{f(x), 1}},
which has been widely used in learning theory literatures, such as [29, 138, 159, 158]. Since
R(sgn(fz)) − R(fc) can be bounded by E(pi(fz)) − E(fc), we focus on bounding the excess
convex risk.
Using fη as the intermediate function, we can obtain the following error decomposition.
Proposition 1. For fz defined in (3.13), there holds
R(sgn(fz))−R(fc) ≤ E(pi(fz))− E(fc) ≤ E1 + E2 + E3 +D(η), (3.25)
where D(η) is defined in (3.21),
E1 = E(pi(fz))− E(fc)−
(Ez(pi(fz))− Ez(fc)), (3.26)
E2 = Ez(fη)− Ez(fc)−
(Ez(fη)− E(fc)), (3.27)
and
E3 = Ez(pi(fz)) + λΩ(fz)−
(Ez(fη) + η d∑
j=1
τj‖f (j)η ‖2K(j)
)
. (3.28)
In learning theory literature, E1 + E2 is called as the sample error and E3 is named as the
hypothesis error. Detailed proofs for these error terms are provided in the supplementary materials.
The upper bound of hypothesis error demonstrates that the divergence induced from regulariza-
tion and hypothesis space tends to zero as n → ∞ under proper selected parameters. To estimate
the hypothesis error E3, we choose f¯z as the stepping stone function to bridge Ez(pi(fz)) + λΩ(fz)
and Ez(fη)+λ
∑d
j=1 τj‖f (j)η ‖2K(j) . The proof is inspired from the stepping stone technique for sup-
port vector machine classification [159]. Notice that our analysis is associated with the `2,1-norm
regularizer while the previous analysis just focuses on the `1-norm regularization.
The error term E1 reflects the divergence between the expected excess risk E(pi(fz)) − E(fc)
and the empirical excess risk Ez(pi(fz)) − Ez(fc). Since fz involves any given z = {(xi, yi)}ni=1,
we introduce the concentration inequality in [158] to bound E1. We also bound the error term E2
in terms of the one-side Bernstein inequality [29].
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Figure 5: Heat maps of the weight matrices learned by GroupSAM on MRI data. The upper figure
shows left hemisphere and the lower shows the right hemisphere.
3.4 Experimental Results
To evaluate the performance of our proposed GroupSAM model, we compare our model with
the following methods: SVM (linear SVM with `2-norm regularization), L1SVM (linear SVM with
`1-norm regularization), GaussianSVM (nonlinear SVM using Gaussian kernel), SAM (Sparse Ad-
ditive Machine) [173], and GroupSpAM (Group Sparse Additive Models) [165] which is adapted
to the classification setting.
As for evaluation metric, we calculate the classification accuracy, i.e., percentage of correctly
labeled samples in the prediction. In comparison, we adopt 2-fold cross validation and report the
average performance of each method.
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Figure 6: Cortical maps of the top 10 MRI imaging markers identified by GroupSAM.
We implement SVM, L1SVM and GaussianSVM using the LIBSVM toolbox [17]. We deter-
mine the hyper-parameter of all models, i.e., parameter C of SVM, L1SVM and GaussianSVM,
parameter λ of SAM, parameter λ of GroupSpAM, parameter λ of GroupSAM, in the range of
{10−3, 10−2, . . . , 103}. We tune the hyper-parameters via 2-fold cross validation on the training
data and report the best parameter w.r.t. classification accuracy of each method. In the acceler-
ated proximal gradient descent algorithm for both SAM and GroupSAM, we set µ = 0.5, and the
number of maximum iterations as 2000.
3.4.1 Performance Comparison on Synthetic Data
We first examine the classification performance on the synthetic data as a sanity check. Our
synthetic data is randomly generated as a mixture of Gaussian distributions. In each class, data
points are sampled i.i.d. from a multivariate Gaussian distribution with the covariance being σI ,
with I as the identity matrix. This setting indicates independent covariates of the data. We set
the number of classes to be 4, the number of samples to be 400, and the number of dimensions
to be 24. We set the value of σ in the range of {0.8, 0.85, 0.9} respectively. Following the
experimental setup in [174], we make three replicates for each feature in the data to form 24
feature groups (each group has three replicated features). We randomly pick 6 feature groups to
generate the data such that we can evaluate the capability of GroupSAM in identifying truly useful
feature groups. To make the classification task more challenging, we add random noise drawn
from uniform distribution U(0, θ) where θ is 0.8 times the maximum value in the data. In addition,
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Table 5: Classification evaluation of GroupSAM on the synthetic data. The upper half use 24
features groups, while the lower half corresponds to 300 feature groups.
SVM GaussianSVM L1SVM SAM GroupSpAM GroupSAM
σ = 0.8 0.943±0.011 0.935±0.028 0.925±0.035 0.895±0.021 0.880±0.021 0.953±0.018
σ = 0.85 0.943±0.004 0.938±0.011 0.938±0.004 0.783±0.088 0.868±0.178 0.945±0.000
σ = 0.9 0.935±0.014 0.925± 0.007 0.938±0.011 0.853± 0.117 0.883±0.011 0.945±0.007
σ = 0.8 0.975±0.035 0.975±0.035 0.975±0.035 0.700±0.071 0.275±0.106 1.000
σ = 0.85 0.975±0.035 0.975±0.035 0.975±0.035 0.600±0.141 0.953±0.004 1.000
σ = 0.9 0.975±0.035 0.975±0.035 0.975±0.035 0.525±0.035 0.983±0.004 1.000
we test on a high-dimensional case by generating 300 feature groups (e.g., a total of 900 features)
with 40 samples in a similar approach.
We summarize the classification performance comparison on the synthetic data in Table 5.
From the experimental results we notice that GroupSAM outperforms other approaches under
all settings. This comparison verifies the validity of our method. We can see that GroupSAM
significantly improves the performance of SAM, which shows that the incorporation of group
information is indeed beneficial for classification. Moreover, we can notices the superiority of
GroupSAM over GroupSpAM, which illustrates that our GroupSAM model is more suitable for
classiciation. We also present the comparison of feature groups in Table 6. For illustration purpose,
we use the case with 24 feature groups as an example. Table 6 shows that the feature groups
identified by GroupSAM are exactly the same as the ground truth feature groups used for synthetic
data generation. Such results further demonstrate the effectiveness of GroupSAM method, from
which we know GroupSAM is able to select the truly informative feature groups thus improve the
classification performance.
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Table 6: Comparison between the true feature group ID (for data generation) and the selected
feature group ID by GroupSAM on the synthetic data.
True Feature Group IDs Selected Feature Group IDs via GroupSAM
σ = 0.8 2,3,4,8,10,17 3,10,17,8,2,4
σ = 0.85 1,5,10,12,17,21 5,12,17,21,1,10
σ = 0.9 2,6,7,9,12,22 6,22,7,9,2,12
3.4.2 Performance Comparison on Benchmark Data
Here we use 7 benchmark data from UCI repository [82] to compare the classification perfor-
mance. The 7 benchmark data includes: Ecoli, Indians Diabetes, Breast Cancer, Stock, Balance
Scale, Contraceptive Method Choice (CMC) and Fertility. Similar to the settings in synthetic data,
we construct feature groups by replicating each feature for 3 times. In each feature group, we add
random noise drawn from uniform distribution U(0, θ) where θ is 0.3 times the maximum value.
We display the comparison results in Table 7. We find that GroupSAM performs equal or bet-
ter than the compared methods in all benchmark datasets. Compared with SVM and L1SVM, our
method uses additive model to incorporate nonlinearity thus is more appropriate to find the com-
plex decision boundary. Moreover, the comparison with Gaussian SVM and SAM illustrates that
by involving the group information in classification, GroupSAM makes better use of the structure
information among features such that the classification ability can be enhanced. Compared with
GroupSpAM, our GroupSAM model is proposed in data dependent hypothesis spaces and employs
hinge loss in the objective, thus is more suitable for classification.
3.4.3 MCI Conversion Prediction
In this chapter, we compare the methods on the problem of MCI conversion classification using
the ADNI data as used in Chapter 2. We use the neuroimaging data collected as the baseline time to
predict the progression status of the samples. All 396 samples with no missing MRI/PET features
are included in this study, including 101 health control (HC) samples, 202 MCI samples and 93
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Table 7: Classification evaluation of GroupSAM on benchmark data.
SVM GaussianSVM L1SVM SAM GroupSpAM GroupSAM
Ecoli 0.815±0.054 0.818±0.049 0.711±0.051 0.816±0.039 0.771±0.009 0.839±0.028
Indians
Diabetes
0.651±0.000 0.652±0.002 0.638±0.018 0.652±0.000 0.643±0.004 0.660±0.013
Breast
Cancer
0.968±0.017 0.965±0.017 0.833±0.008 0.833±0.224 0.958±0.027 0.966±0.014
Stock 0.913±0.001 0.911±0.002 0.873±0.001 0.617±0.005 0.875±0.005 0.917±0.005
Balance
Scale
0.864± 0.003 0.869±0.004 0.870±0.003 0.763±0.194 0.848±0.003 0.893±0.003
CMC 0.420± 0.011 0.445±0.015 0.437±0.014 0.427±0.000 0.433±0.003 0.456±0.003
Fertility 0.880± 0.000 0.880±0.000 0.750±0.184 0.860±0.028 0.780±0.000 0.880±0.000
AD samples. In these 202 MCI samples, 126 of them remain MCI along the three-year continuum
(e.g., stable MCI), while the other 76 become AD in M36(e.g., progressive MCI).
The results are summarized in Table 8. The goal of the experiment is to accurately classify
subjects from four classes, including HC (health control), sMCI (stable MCI), pMCI (progressive
MCI) and AD.From the comparison we notice that GroupSAM outperforms all other methods on
both data, which confirms the effectiveness of our model. Compared with LinearSVM, GroupSAM
is more appropriate for the complex non-linear classification in MCI conversion prediction. The
comparison with GaussianSVM and PolynomialSVM indicates the flexibility of GroupSAM, since
our model reduces variance of GaussianSVM as well as PolynomialSVM models. Moreover, since
GroupSAM considers the interaction of imaging biomarkers and incorporates more information,
thus proves to be more suitable than SAM in MCI conversion prediction.
3.4.4 Interpretation of Imaging Biomarker Interaction
Here we assess the important neuroimaging features and interactions learned by our model.
The weights of interactions are derived directly from the α parameter, while the weights of features
are calculated by summing up all interaction weights where the certain feature is involved.
Using the results via MRI data as an example, we plot the heat map of the interactions and
features in Figure 7 and Figure 5. Also, we map the top 10 imaing biomarkers to the brain and
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Table 8: Classification evaluation of GroupSAM on MRI and PET data for MCI conversion pre-
diction.
Methods MRI PET
LinearSVM 0.424±0.010 0.386±0.006
RBF-SVM 0.429±0.011 0.429±0.003
PolynomialSVM-Quadratic 0.422±0.114 0.429±0.004
PolynomialSVM-Cubic 0.419±0.004 0.3866±0.071
SAM 0.456±0.222 0.753±0.020
GroupSAM 0.551±0.004 0.760±0.066
present the cortical map in Figure 6. In Figure 7 we notice that the interaction between lateral
ventricle and occipital lobe may be important in AD. We infer the interaction between these two
regions may be due to their positional relationship. In [5], significant enlargement of posterior
lateral ventricle horns were reported in Parkinson’s disease, thus it might be interesting to look
into this phenomenon in AD patients.
Figure 5 indicates the importance of occipital lobe in MCI conversion. The influence of occip-
ital lobe to AD has been studied in [15], which verified less WM than control in AD subjects. Such
results suggest the validity of our model. More importantly, the findings of our model provide in-
sights in better understanding the impact of different regions of interest (ROIs) in AD progression.
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Figure 7: Heat maps of the top 20 MRI imaging marker interactions learned by GroupSAM.
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4.0 Deep Neural Network for Large-Scale Data
4.1 Introduction
Gene expression profiling is a powerful tool for measuring the expression of thousands of
genes under a given biological circumstance. It provides a comprehensive view of cellular status
and is therefore the basis for functional gene expression pattern characterization. Gene expression
profiling has been widely used in the analysis of various cell conditions and regulatory mechanisms
in response to different disturbances, thereby enabling the discovery of cellular functionality and
differentiation during the pathogenesis of disease.
The rapid development of high-throughput technologies has contributed to the proliferation of
large-scale gene expression profiles. Several public databases have been constructed to archive
gene expression data for various biological states. For example, Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO)
[36] is a versatile data warehouse storing the gene expression measurement in different cells. The
Connectivity Map (CMap) provides a collection of gene expression profiles from curated human
cells. The availability of these databases help to improve the understanding of gene expression
patterns in different cellular situations.
Gene expression analysis has facilitated recent biological studies in various fields, such as can-
cer classification and subtype discovery [14], estrogen-receptor (ER) status determination [98],
drug-target network construction [164], cell type detection [30] as well as the influenza infection
susceptibility and severity analysis [160]. By assessing global gene expression profiles in col-
orectal cancer (CRC) samples, researchers in [14] established the connection between elevated
expression of mesenchymal genes in stromal cells and poor prognosis and resistance to therapy.
On the basis of mRNA expression assay, Mouttet et al. developed a new quantitative assessment
of hormone receptor status and HER2 status that characterizes various estrogen-dependent growth
mechanisms in different menopausal states of ER-positive breast cancer [98]. By integrating gene
expression microarray data, researchers in [164] constructed a bipartite graph to analyze the asso-
ciation between drug targets and disease-gene products, providing a clue to new drug discovery.
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Moreover, microarray analysis in [160] identified significantly altered expression levels of
several immune-related genes in mice susceptible to influenza A virus (IAV) infection. Despite
the rapid advances and widespread application of gene expression profiling, genome-wide profil-
ing remains expensive and difficult when it comes to analyzing numerous cell types in response
to different interferences [100]. Therefore, how to accurately and efficiently evaluate the entire
genome expression is still a key issue. According to previous studies, the expression patterns
of different genes are highly correlated [124, 102, 53]. As is indicated in the cluster analysis
of single-cell RNA-seq in [102] and [124], genes from the same cluster exhibited similar ex-
pression patterns under different conditions. Given such a high correlation among gene expres-
sion profiles, it is reasonable to assume that only a small group of genes can be informative to
approximate the overall genome expression. To determine the appropriate small subset of in-
formative genes, researchers in the Library of Integrated Network-based Cell-Signature (LINCS)
plan (http://www.lincsproject.org/) performed principle component analysis (PCA) and identified
∼1000 genes that were sufficient to describe ∼ 80% of the information in the entire transcriptome
[35]. This set of ∼1000 genes, called landmark genes, contains most of the information in the
whole genome and can be used to predict the expression of other genes.
Based on the above findings, one credible and cost-effective strategy for large-scale gene ex-
pression profiling is to measure the expression profile of only landmark genes and then estimate
the remaining target gene expression through an appropriate predictive model. Therefore, it is
essential to construct effective computational methods to infer the target gene expression profiles
from the landmark genes. The estimation of target gene expression profiles can be naturally formu-
lated as a multi-task regression problem, where the prediction of one target gene can be formulated
as one task. The most straightforward model is linear regression, which has been applied in the
LINCS program. The LINCS program generated the landmark gene expression of ∼1.3 million
profiles using L1000 technology, and adopt the linear regression model to infer the expression of
the remaining target genes.
However, the regulatory network among genes is complicated, linear models do not have
enough capacity to capture the non-linear relationship of the gene expression profiles [51]. Ker-
nel models provide a way to introduce flexibility in representing the non-linear relations among
gene expression. However, in large-scale scenarios, kernel methods need to calculate an extremely
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large kernel matrix and therefore suffer from a high computational burden. In contrast, deep learn-
ing models are scalable and highly flexible, and have been widely applied to different biological
problems, such as protein structure prediction [89], cancer classification [39], and population strat-
ification detection [117]. The remarkable predictive power and flexibility of the deep learning
model makes it a powerful alternative for effective inference large-scale gene expression profiles.
[20] applied deep neural networks to the multi-task regression problem for gene expression
inference. The authors constructed a fully connected neural network (abbreviated as D-GEX) that
outperformed linear models. The success of the D-GEX model proves the prospect of deep learning
models in driving the gene expression inference problem. However, D-GEX model uses standard
Mean Squared Error (MSE) loss function, which produces smooth and blurry results [92]. In other
words, the use of MSE loss makes the model not capable of learning the high-frequency patterns
in the data, thus performs poorly when data comes from multi-modal distribution. Also, training
D-GEX model using the MSE loss is sensitive to outliers in the data, hence D-GEX is not a robust
model. To deal with these problems, we propose a novel conditional generative model for robust
and sharp estimation in the regression task. We consider adversarial loss found in Generative Ad-
versarial Nets (GAN) [48] to estimate the target gene expression in a sharp and realistic approach.
Moreover, we adopt `1-norm loss to stabilize the adversarial training and make our model robust
to outliers. We apply our model for predicting target gene expression profiles from two different
gene expression data portal: GEO and Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) [87]. Our model sig-
nificantly outperforms previous methods on the inference of gene expression, and also provides
insights into the correlation between different genes.
Moreover, previous methods still suffers from several problems: 1) traditionally, gene expres-
sion inference is formulated as a regression problem, where the computational models attempt to
approximate the conditional probability distribution of target genes given landmark genes, but do
not consider their joint distribution; 2) previous methods formulate the gene expression inference
in a totally supervised manner, where only profiles with both landmark and target gene expression
measurements (named as “labeled” data according to the notations in previous chapter [155]) are
involved in the training process. However, since the measurement of only landmark genes are
much cheaper, there are a lot more profiles with the measurement of only landmark genes (named
as “unlabeled” data according to the notations in [155]) are not used in the training process.
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In order to solve these problems, we propose a novel semi-supervised generative adversarial
network (abbreviated as SemiGAN) for gene expression inference. Our model is inspired by the
inpainting problem in computer vision applications, where the goal is to fill in the missing part in
a corrupted image based on the known image context and the learned distribution over the entire
image. Here we regard the target gene expression as the missing part in a profile and the goal is
to fill in the missing given the landmark gene information (i.e., context). We propose to construct
a deep generative model that approximate the joint distribution of landmark and target genes. By
doing this, we analyze the overall distribution and correlation among genes which improves the
inference. Moreover, we formulate our model in a semi-supervised manner that incorporates the
profiles with only landmark genes into the training process. The use of the unlabeled section of
data can improve the learning of landmark gene distribution and also strengthens the inference of
target gene expression.
We would like to point out our main contributions as follows:
• Proposing a novel generative adversarial network for the problem of gene expression inference;
• Proposing a novel semi-supervised framework for gene expression inference;
• Introducing an effective loss function consisting of the adversarial and `1-norm losses for train-
ing the gene regression model;
• Introducing the collaborative training of our GAN and inference network;
• Outperforming alternative models with significant margins on two datasets according to differ-
ent evaluation metrics
4.2 Related Work
4.2.1 Gene Expression Inference
Although rapid progress has been observed in high-throughput sequencing and analysis tech-
niques, genome-wide expression profiling for large-scale libraries under different disturbance re-
mains expensive and difficult [100]. Therefore, how to keep a low budget while the informative
measurement in gene expression profiling remains a key issue. Previous studies have detected a
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high degree of correlation among gene expression such that genes with similar function preserved
similar expression patterns under different experimental circumstances. Due to the correlation
structure existing in gene expression patterns, even a small number of genes can provide a wealth
of information. Shah et al. [124] found that a random collection of 20 genes captured∼50% of the
relevant information throughout the genome. Recent advances in RNA-seq [102, 53] also support
the notion that a small number of genes are abundant enough to approximately depict the overall
information throughout the transcriptome.
Researchers from the LINCS program assembled GEO data on the basis of the microarray
Affymetrix HGU133A to analyze the gene correlation structure and identify the subset of infor-
mative genes to approximate the overall information in genome. They collected the expression
profiles from a total of 12,063 genes and determined the maximum percentage of correlation infor-
mation can be recovered given a specific number of genes. The calculation of recovery percentage
is based on the comparable rank from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic. According to the LINCS
analysis, researchers found that only 978 genes were capable of restoring 82% of the observed
connections across the entire transcriptome [68]. The set of 978 genes have been characterized as
landmark genes and can be used to deduce the expression of other target genes in different cell
types under various chemical, genetic and disease conditions.
4.2.2 Deep Neural Networks
In recent years, deep learning has shown remarkable results in wide range of applications, such
as computer vision [74], natural language processing [25], speech recognition [54], and even bio-
logical science[32]. The impressive capability of deep models is due to efficient and scalable lean-
ing of discriminative features from raw data via multi-layer networks. Among different models,
Goodfellow et. al. proposed a powerful generative model, called generative adversarial networks
(GAN) [48], especially in computer vision tasks. In particular, GAN consists of two sub-networks,
a generator and a discriminator, and aims to play minimax game between these networks. While
the generator’s goal is to fool the discriminator by synthesizing realistic images from arbitrary in-
put (i.e. data from random noise distribution), the discriminator tries to distinguish between the
real and synthesized (i.e. fake) images. In recent years, GAN model has been widely applied
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to various tasks, including image generation [31, 67], image translation [175], semi-supervised
image classification [119], image inpainting [107, 163], also speech enhancement [106] and drug
discovery [12] and achieved good performance.
We also adopt GAN architecture in our model in order to learn the joint distribution of land-
mark and target genes. In one view, our model on inferring the target genes from landmark genes is
similar to image inpainting methods [107, 163], in which the goal is to deduce the missing part in
a corrupted image. Pathak et al. [107] employed the autoencoder architecture, where the encoder
maps the corrupted image to a latent variable, and the decoder recovers the original image with-
out damage. The framework attempted to reduce the reconstruction loss as well as the adversarial
loss such that the recovered images followed similar distribution as real images. In another view,
our work is similar to the semi-supervised image classification methods [119, 21], in which the
task is to predict categorical labels of input image data. For instance in [21], GAN is utilized to
learn the joint distribution of image and categorical labels in order to improve the classification
task by the synthesized image-label pairs. However, our proposed model has major differences
compared to the previous works. First, our task is semi-supervised regression on non-structured
gene data, which is different from supervised inpainting and structured image data. Moreover, our
generative model is unique in comparison with other models, since we train it using adversarial,
reconstruction and translation loss functions.
In an unlabeled gene expression profile with the measurement of only landmark genes avail-
able, we treat the expression of target genes as the missing part in the profile. Our model uses the
generator to recover the target gene expression profiles given the landmark gene expression such
that the generated profile obeys similar distribution as real labeled profiles (with both landmark and
target gene expression measured). However, we would like to emphasize two major differences in
our model from [163]: firstly, our model is based on a semi-supervised learning framework, where
we make use of the unlabeled profiles to strengthen the learning of data distribution; secondly,
we consider both the conditional and joint distribution of landmark and target genes in our model,
such that the learning process of these two distributions improve each other thus makes better pre-
diction. Although our model falls into the category of conditional GAN models, it is different from
the previous works due to the new application of gene expression inference and the challenges in
generating large dimension outputs with no spatial structure.
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Figure 8: Illustration of GGAN architecture and its loss functions.
4.3 Conditional Generative Adversarial Network
4.3.1 Motivations
Given a set of gene expression profiles Ω = {(xi, yi)}ni=1, where {xi}ni=1 denotes n landmark
gene expression profiles, and {yi}ni=1 corresponds to target genes, our goal is to learn a multi-task
regression model for mapping landmark genes to the corresponding target genes G : x → y, that
is appropriate for the inference of each yi given xi.
Although, the mean squared error (MSE) loss is the first objective candidate for learning this
mapping function, it suffers from different problems. For instance, if the prediction probability of
target genes for a landmark gene x has two equally likely modes y and y′, then the average value
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yave = (y + y′)/2 will be the estimation with the minimum MSE loss, even if the the yave itself has
very low probability. In other words, MSE loss makes the estimation as the average over possible
modes, thus leads to blurry and smooth prediction results.
To address the inherently smooth predictions obtained from the MSE loss function, we propose
a novel deep generative model, denoted by GGAN, for the inference of target gene expression from
landmark genes. In particular, we adopt a conditional adversarial network as our model, where the
generator plays the role of conditional distribution of the target genes given the landmark genes,
and the discriminator assesses the quality of generated target genes compared to the ground truths.
Considering yˆi = G(xi) as the predicted target genes by the generator network, we train the
discriminator to distinguish the real pairs (x, y) from the fake pairs (x, yˆ), and learn the generator
to synthesize as realistic as possible yˆ samples to fool the discriminator.
In order to train the generator network, we combine the adversarial loss and `1-norm loss
functions. In contrast to the smoothing effect of MSE loss, adversarial loss selects a single mode
and results in sharp predictions. The `1-norm loss provides robust predictions to the outliers, and is
also helpful in stabilizing the adversarial training. In another point of view, `1-norm loss function
captures the low frequency structure of samples, and adversarial loss learns the high frequency
parts of the data. Moreover, to guarantee that the output of our mapping function is stable w.r.t.
the perturbation of random noises, we introduce consistency loss in our model such that the output
should be similar when the input is added with different random noises. To make the motivation
clear, we show the architecture of our model along with the applied loss functions in Figure 8.
4.3.2 Deep Generative Model
The min-max adversarial loss for training the generator and discriminator networks in our
model has the following form.
min
G
max
D
E(x,y)∼p(x,y)
[
log(D(x, y))
]
+ Ex∼p(x)
[
log(1−D(x, G(x))] (4.1)
Note that the input to the discriminator network is the concatenation of landmark and target
genes. This formation helps the generator to learn the joint distribution p(x, y), thus produces the
corresponding target genes to the landmark genes. It also guides the discriminator to learn the
relationship between the landmark and target genes.
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The `1-norm loss function for training the generator network is:
min
G
E(x,y)∼p(x,y)
[‖y−G(x)‖1] (4.2)
We also define the consistency loss for training the parameters of the generator as follows.
min
G
E(x,y)∼p(x,y)
[‖G(x⊕ u)−G(x⊕ u′)‖2], (4.3)
where u and u′ are the dropout noises that we add to the input and hidden layers of the generator
network.
Training the GAN models to generate the large dimension samples using the adversarial loss
is very challenging. There are some studies that propose tricks like patch-GANs [175], in which
the discriminator only sees a small patch of input image, or progressive GAN [67], in which the
generator network is expanded by adding layers during training and the size of generated images is
increased as a result. However, we cannot use these tricks, since they are developed for the image
data with spatial structure. In order to tackle this issue, we develop the idea of multiplying a binary
mask to the inputs of discriminator network. The mask is constructed using the random Bernoulli
distribution with probability pmask, having 0 and 1 elements. We start training using the mask with
the high probability (i.e. having more zero elements) to only show the small portion of genes to the
discriminator, and then progressively decrease the probability to finally show all the genes to the
discriminator at the end of training process. The empirical approximation of the adversarial loss
with the incorporated mask has the following form:
Ladv = 1
n
n∑
i=1
log(D(xi, yimi)) + log(1−D(xi, G(xi)mi)), (4.4)
where mi represents the mask. Note that the mask only applies to the target genes in order to
simplify the generation task. Also, the masks for (xi, yi) and (xi, G(xi)) in each training step
are same in order to show same set of target genes to the discriminator. Besides, we scale up
the values of target genes by multiplying by 1/pmask during training to keep the output activation
intact. This mask not only increase the difficulty level of generation task progressively and stabilize
the adversarial learning, but also considers the target genes conditionally independent.
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Algorithm 2 Optimization of GGAN via mini-batch SGD method.
Input: Input gene expression profile Ω = {(xi, yi)}ni=1, where {xi}ni=1 denotes n landmark gene
expression profiles, and {yi}ni=1 corresponds to target genes. Hyper-parameter λadv and λcons.
Output: Generator function G and discriminator function D.
1: Initialize parameters θD for D and parameters θG for G
2: for number of training iterations do
3: for t = 1,. . . , T do
4: randomly choose mini-batch Ωt ⊂ {1, . . . , n} of size b
5: Update D by ascending along its stochastic gradient:
5θDLadv(D; Ωt).
6: Update G by descending along its stochastic gradient:
5θGLtot(G; Ωt).
7: end for
8: end for
The `1-norm and consistency loss functions can be also approximated by the following empir-
ical losses.
L1 = 1n
∑n
i=1 ||yi −G(xi)||1 (4.5)
Lcons = 1n
∑n
i=1 ‖G(x⊕ u)−G(x⊕ u′)‖2 (4.6)
Combining the three loss terms in Eqs. (5.5), (4.5) and (4.6), we define the joint loss for
training the generator network as
Ltot = L1 + λadvLadv + λconsLcons (4.7)
where λadv and λcons are the hyper-parameters to balance the role of different loss terms.
To update the parameters in generator G and discriminator D, we adopt gradient-based op-
timization, which is the most popular method for optimizing neural networks. The stochastic
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gradient descent (SGD) methods are efficient in calculating the gradient yet introduce high vari-
ance in parameter updating thus leads to heavy fluctuation in the objective function. To handle
this problem, mini-batch SGD methods propose to update the parameter θ w.r.t. each mini-batch
Ωm = {(xti , yti)}nti=1 given a general cost function J (θ; Ω) as follows:
θ = θ − α5θ J (θ; Ωt) (4.8)
where Ω =
T⋃
t=1
Ωt and any two mini-batches are disjoint.
In our gene expression inference problem, we adopt a variant of mini-batch SGD methods to
update the parameters in generator G and discriminator D for an efficient and stable update. We
summarize the optimization steps in Algorithm 2.
4.4 Generative Network for Semi-Supervised Learning
4.4.1 Problem Definition
In the gene expression inference problem, we use vector x to denote the landmark gene expres-
sion profile and vector y for the target gene expression. Ωl = {(xli, yli)}nli=1 collects the labeled pro-
files where the measurement for both landmark and target genes are available, while Ωu = {xuj }nuj=1
corresponds to the unlabeled profiles with the expression of only landmark genes measured. Usu-
ally we have nu  nl, since the measurement of only landmark genes is much cheaper than all the
genes in the entire transcriptome. Our goal is to construct a model, which appropriately predicts
the target gene expression using a small set of labeled genes (i.e. paired landmark and target genes)
and a large set of unlabeled genes (i.e. landmark genes).
4.4.2 Motivation
In previous works, the inference of target gene expression is formulated as a multi-task regres-
sion, where predicting the expression of each target gene in y via landmark genes x is one regres-
sion task. The regression framework is usually formulated in a fully supervised manner, such that a
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Figure 9: Illustration of the SemiGAN architecture for gene expression inference.
large set of labeled data is required to efficiently train the regression model. However in our prob-
lem, collecting the whole gene expression profiles (i.e. paired landmark and target genes (x, y))
is much more expensive than the the landmark genes x alone. In order to address this issue and
benefit from the plentiful unlabeled profiles, we propose a semi-supervised learning framework to
take advantage of both labeled and unlabeled profiles and use the unlabeled data to strengthen the
learning. Our proposed model consists of an inference network and a GAN sub-model. Generally,
we consider the GAN sub-model to learn the joint distribution p(x, y), and the inference network to
learn the conditional distribution p(y|x). We provide a collaboration framework between the GAN
and inference networks, such that the GAN generates the approximated paired samples (xˆz, yˆz) as
reliable extra labeled data for training the inference network, and the approximated pairs (xu, yˆu)
by the inference network improves the adversarial training of the GAN network.
In particular, our GAN network includes two generators Gx and Gy to synthesize both land-
mark genes xˆz and target genes yˆz from a shared random input z respectively, and three discrimi-
nators Dx, Dy, Dxy to distinguish between the real and fake data xu vs. xˆz, yl vs. yˆz, and (xl, yl)
vs. (xˆz, yˆz) respectively. In addition to adversarial loss, we use a reconstruction and a translation
loss functions to help training of our generators. To do so, we consider a network to learn the
inverse mapping of Gx, where the input is the landmark genes and the output has the same dimen-
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sion of z. Using this inverse network Ix, we define a reconstruction loss function for unlabeled
data xu through Ix → Gx pathway, and a translation loss function for labeled data (xl, yl) through
Ix → Gy pathway. Note that theses two loss functions are helpful in adversarial training of our
generator networks, and aid generating large-dimension and unstructured gene data by avoiding
mode collapse issue and using side information. Furthermore, we employ the inference network
F to map the landmark gene expressions to the target gene expressions. For clarification purpose,
we plot the architecture of our model, called SemiGAN, along with the applied loss functions in
Figure 9.
4.4.3 Semi-Supervised GAN Model
As mentioned, SemiGAN has two generators and three discriminator networks. Following
we show the adversarial loss functions corresponding to the pairs of generator and discriminator
networks. The min-max adversarial loss for training the generator network Gx and discriminator
network Dx is formulated as:
min
Gx
max
Dx
Ex∼p(x)
[
log(Dx(x))
]
+ Ez∼p(z)
[
log(1−Dx(Gx(z))
]
(4.9)
where the goal is to learn the distribution of p(x) via Gx, and generate realistic fake landmark gene
samples.
The adversarial loss for training the generator network Gy and discriminator network Dy is
formulated as:
min
Gy
max
Dy
Ey∼p(y)
[
log(Dy(y))
]
+ Ez∼p(z)
[
log(1−Dy(Gy(z))
]
(4.10)
where the goal is to learn the distribution of p(y) using Gy, and generate realistic fake target gene
samples.
The min-max adversarial loss for training the networks Dxy, Gx, Gy is formulated as:
min
Gx,Gy
max
Dxy
E(x,y)∼p(x,y)
[
log(Dxy(x, y))
]
+ Ez∼p(z)
[
log(1−Dxy(Gx(z), Gy(z))
] (4.11)
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The goal is to learn the corresponding relationship between the paired landmark and target
gene expressions. Note that we consider the shared random input z for both generators to learn the
joint distribution of landmark and target genes as p(x, y|z). In addition to the labeled data (xl, yl),
we suppose (xu, F (xu)) as the real paired data in the above loss function, when the predictions of
inference network are good enough after a few training epochs.
The auxiliary reconstruction loss function for training the inverse network Ix and the generator
network Gx is:
min
Ix,Gx
E(x)∼p(x)
[‖x−Gx(Ix(x))‖1] (4.12)
The auxiliary translation loss function for training Ix and Gy is:
min
Ix,Gy
E(x,y)∼p(x,y)
[‖y−Gy(Ix(x))‖1] (4.13)
We also help training of the inverse network with the following loss:
min
Ix
E(z)∼p(z)
[‖Ix(Gx(z))− z)‖1] (4.14)
The loss function for training the inference network F is:
min
F
E(x,y)∼p(x,y)
[‖y− F (x)‖1]+ E(z)∼p(z)[‖Gy(z)− F (Gx(z))‖1]
+ Ex∼p(x)
[‖F (x⊕ e)− F (x⊕ e′)‖2] (4.15)
where the first term is the `1 loss using the original labeled data (xl, yl), the second term is the `1
loss using the pseudo-labeled data (xˆz, yˆz) synthesized by the generators, and the last term is the
consistency loss that requires similar outputs for an input with different added noises e and e′.
In our gene expression completion problem, we adopt a variant of mini-batch SGD methods
to update the parameters in the networks for an efficient and stable update. We summarize the
optimization steps of SemiGAN in Algorithm 3 by considering the empirical approximation of the
expectations in the aforementioned loss functions.
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4.5 Experimental Results
In this section, we apply our model to gene expression data from three different projects,
i.e. Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO), Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) and 1000G (1000
Genomes). The goal is to correctly predict the expression value of target genes based on the
expression of landmark genes. In the meantime, we propose to interpret the role of each landmark
gene in the inference of target gene expression, which may provide insights into the the information
captured by the landmark genes as well as the correlation between different genes.
4.5.1 Experimental Setup
4.5.1.1 Datasets We download three different publicly available datasets from https://
cbcl.ics.uci.edu/public_data/D-GEX/ for this analysis, which includes: the GEO
dataset based on microarray data, the GTEx dataset based on RNA-Seq data and the 1000 Genomes
(1000G) RNA-Seq expression data.
The original GEO dataset consists of 129158 gene expression profiles corresponding to 22268
probes (978 landmark genes and 21290 target genes) that are collected from the Affymetrix mi-
croarray platform. The original GTEx dataset is composed of 2921 profiles from the Illumina
RNA-Seq platform in the format of Reads Per Kilobase per Million (RPKM). While the original
1000G dataset includes 2921 profiles from the Illumina RNA-Seq platform in the format of RPKM.
We follow the pre-processing protocol in [20] for duplicate samples removal, joint quantile
normalization and cross-platform data matching. Among the 22268 genes in the GEO data, there
are 10463 genes having corresponding Gencode annotations in RNASeq. In the joint quantile
normalization, we map the expression values in the GTEx and 1000G datasets according to the
quantile computed in the GEO data. The expression value has been quantile normalized to the
range between 4.11 and 14.97. Finally, the expression value of each gene has been normalized to
zero mean and unit variance. After pre-processing, there are a total of 111009 profiles in the GEO
dataset, 2921 profiles in the GTEx dataset while 462 profiles in the 1000G dataset. All the profiles
correspond to 10463 genes (943 landmark genes and 9520 target genes).
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4.5.1.2 Evaluation Criterion In the experiments, we use two different evaluation metrics, in-
cluding mean absolute error (MAE) and concordance correlation (CC). Given a set of testing data
{(xi, yi)}ni=1, for a certain model we denote the predicted expression set as {yˆi}ni=1. The definition
of MAE is:
MAEt =
1
n
n∑
i=1
|yˆjt − yjt|, (4.16)
where yit represents the expression value for the t-th target gene in the i-th testing profile, and yˆit
indicates the corresponding predicted value. MAEt is the MAE value for the t-th target gene.
The following equation shows the definition of CC:
CCt =
2ρσytσyˆt
σ2yt + σ
2
yˆt
+ (µyt − µyˆt)2
, (4.17)
where CCt indicates the concordance correlation for the t-th target gene. ρ is the Pearson correla-
tion, while µyt , µyˆt , and σyt , σyˆt are the mean and standard deviation of yt and yˆt respectively.
4.5.1.3 Baseline Methods In the LINCS program, the gene expression inference is based on
the least square regression (LSR) model:
min
W,b
nl∑
i=1
||W Txli + b− yli||2 (4.18)
where W is the weight matrix and b is the bias term. The learning is based on the labeled profiles
Ωl = {(xli, yli)}nli=1. The LSR model is prone to overfit the training model, and therefore has limited
prediction power. To deal with the overfitting problem, we also consider two other linear regression
models in the comparison, which are ridge regression, i.e., LSR with `2-norm regularization (LSR-
L2) and LASSO regression, i.e., LSR with `1-norm regularization (LSR-L1).
Besides the linear regression models, we also compare with the k nearest neighbor (KNN)
method for regression, where the prediction of a given profile is formulated as the average of its k
nearest profiles. Moreover, we compare with a deep learning method for gene expression inference
(D-GEX) [20] to validate the performance of our SemiGAN model. The D-GEX model use a fully
connected multi-layer perceptron for regression. To the best of our knowledge, D-GEX is the only
model that apply deep learning frameworks to the gene expression inference problem.
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Following the experimental settings in [20], we evaluate the methods under two different cir-
cumstances. Firstly, we use 80% of the GEO data for training, 10% of the GEO data for validation
while the other 10% of the GEO data for testing. Secondly, we use the same 80% of the GEO data
for training, the 1000G data for validation while the GTEx data for testing. Among the training
data, we set the portion of labeled profiles to be {1%, 3%, 5%, 10%, 20%} respectively and leave
the remaining as unlabeled. In the second scenario, the training, validation and testing comes from
different platforms, which is designed to validate if comparing methods are capable of capturing
the information for cross-platform prediction. We use the training data to construct the predictive
model, validation data for model selection and parameter setting, while the testing data to conduct
the evaluation. For LSR-L1 and LSR-L2 model, we tune the hyperparameter λ in the range of
{10−2, 10−1, . . . , 103} according to the performance on the validation data. For each method, we
report the average performance and standard deviation over all target genes on the testing data.
4.5.1.4 Implementation Details of GGAN We use similar architecture for the both datasets,
train the networks only using the training sets, tune the hyper-parameters via the validation sets,
and report the results on the test sets. For the generator network, we employ a DenseNet [57] ar-
chitecture with three hidden layers, each one containing 9, 000 hidden units. For the discriminator,
we use a fully connected network with one hidden layer including 3, 000 hidden units. We consider
leaky rectified linear unit (LReLU) [90] with leakiness ratio 0.2 as the activation function of all
layers except the last layer of generator network, which has linear function due to the mean-zero
and unit-variance data normalization. Moreover, we set the maximum and minimum learning rates
to 5× 10−4 and 1× 10−5 respectively, and linearly decrease it during training with the maximum
epoch 500. Adam algorithm [71] is adopted as our optimization method with the default hyper-
parameters β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999,  = 1e − 08. The batch size is set to 200. We also utilize
weight normalization [120] as layer normalization to speed up the convergence of training process.
The parameters of all layers are all initialized by Xavier approach [46]. We also select dropout,
λcons, and λadv from dropoutset = {0.05, 0.1, 0.25}, λsetcons = {1, 10, 50}, and λsetadv = {0.1, 1, 5}
respectively. We use Theano toolbox for writing our code, and run the algorithm in a machine with
one Titan X pascal GPU.
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4.5.1.5 Implementation Details of SemiGAN We use networks with similar architecture for
both of the two datasets, train the networks only using the training data, tune the hyper-parameters
via the validation samples, and report the results on the test sets. For the inference network, we
utilize a DenseNet [57] architecture with three hidden layers, each one containing 3, 000 hidden
units. For the generators and discriminators, we use fully connected networks with three and one
hidden layers respectively, where all the hidden layers include 3, 000 hidden units. The similar
architecture to the generator is considered for the inverse network. We consider leaky rectified
linear unit (LReLU) [90] with leakiness ratio 0.2 as the activation function of all layers except the
last layer of generator network, which has linear function due to the mean-zero and unit-variance
data normalization. Moreover, we set the maximum and minimum learning rates to 5 × 10−4 and
1× 10−5 respectively, and linearly decrease it during training till the maximum epoch 500. Adam
algorithm [71] is adopted as our optimization method with the default hyper-parameters β1 = 0.9,
β2 = 0.999,  = 1e−08. The batch size is set to 200. We also utilize weight normalization [120] as
layer normalization to speed up the convergence of training process. The parameters of all layers
are all initialized by Xavier approach [46]. We use Theano toolbox for writing our code, and run
the algorithm in a machine with one Titan X pascal GPU.
Furthermore, we replace the original adversarial loss in the GAN models with the least-squares
loss in [91]. We find that this loss leads to more stable training of our model, and paralytically
provides better experimental results. In particular, we optimize the generator and discriminator
parameters with the following least square loss instead of the sigmoid cross entropy loss function
in Eq. (5.5).
Ladv(D; Ω) = 12
n∑
i=1
[D(xi, yimi)− 1]2 + [D(xi, G(xi)mi)]2 (4.19)
Ladv(G; Ω) =
n∑
i=1
[D(xi, G(xi)mi)− 1]2 (4.20)
4.5.2 Prediction of GEO Data via GGAN
We first present the comparison results on the GEO data in Table 9. The results for GGAN
model are obtained from the DenseNet architecture. We can observe apparent improvement of
our model over other methods. First of all, deep learning models (D-GEX and GGAN) always
performs better than linear models (LSR, LSR-L1 and LSR-L2), which indicates the superiority of
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Table 9: Performance evaluation of GGAN on GEO data. The results of the comparing models are
obtained by us running the released codes, except the one marked by (?) on top that is reported
from the original paper.
Methods MAE CC
LSR 0.376±0.084 0.823±0.096
LSR-L1 0.376±0.084 0.822±0.096
LSR-L2 0.376±0.084 0.822±0.096
KNN-GE 0.587±0.070 0.572±0.342
D-GEX 0.320±0.088? / 0.320±0.088 - / 0.869±0.090
GGAN 0.290 ± 0.089 0.879±0.089
Table 10: MAE comparison between D-GEX and GGAN model w.r.t. hidden layer and hidden
units numbers for GEO data.
# hidden unit
Methods 3000 6000 9000
D
-G
E
X
0.342±0.086 0.334±0.087 0.330±0.087 1
#
hidden
layers
0.338±0.085 0.328±0.087 0.322±0.088 2
0.336±0.085 0.325±0.087 0.320±0.088 3
G
G
A
N
0.327±0.085 0.317±0.087 0.309±0.086 1
0.316±0.085 0.304±0.087 0.298±0.087 2
0.313±0.085 0.302±0.087 0.297±0.087 3
deep models in interpreting the non-linear association between different genes. Moreover, we can
notice that GGAN model gains significantly better performance than D-GEX, which validates the
success of applying the adversarial mechanism in the gene expression inference problem. Com-
pared with D-GEX with mean squared error loss, our model considers both adversarial loss and
`1-norm loss, thus make more sharp and realistic prediction results. Moreover, in order to show that
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Figure 10: Heatmaps of the importance of landmark genes in the fully connected network of
GGAN model on GEO data.
the major superiority of GGAN over D-GEX comes from the adversarial mechanism in our model
design, we further compare D-GEX and GGAN with exactly the same structure (both models use
fully connected network with varying number of hidden units and hidden layers). We present the
comparison results in Table 10 and we can find GGAN consistently outperforms D-GEX regard-
less the setting of hidden layers and hidden units. This observation further validates that the use
of adversarial loss and `1-norm loss in GGAN model overcomes the blurry and smooth prediction
from D-GEX and make better inference for target genes.
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Table 11: Performance evaluation of GGAN on GTEx data. The results of the comparing models
are obtained by us running the released codes, except the one marked by (?) on top that is reported
from the original paper.
Methods MAE CC
LSR 0.470±0.124 0.718±0.207
LSR-L1 0.567±0.127 0.681±0.219
LSR-L2 0.468±0.123 0.718±0.208
KNN-GE 0.652±0.098 0.394±0.412
D-GEX 0.439±0.124? / 0.438±0.124 - / 0.734±0.207
GGAN 0.422±0.126 0.748±0.207
Table 12: MAE comparison between D-GEX and GGAN model w.r.t. hidden layer and hidden
units numbers for GTEx data.
# hidden unit
Methods 3000 6000 9000
D
-G
E
X
0.451±0.123 0.443±0.125 0.439±0.125 1
#
hidden
layers
0.459±0.119 0.445±0.123 0.439±0.124 2
0.516±0.116 0.460±0.119 0.449±0.121 3
G
G
A
N
0.437±0.124 0.435±0.124 0.431±0.125 1
0.441±0.124 0.432±0.124 0.430±0.124 2
0.431±0.124 0.429±0.123 0.429±0.124 3
4.5.3 Prediction of GTEx Data via GGAN
Furthermore, in this subsection we present the results for the cross-platform prediction, where
we use GEO data for training, 1000G data for validation while GTEx data for testing. We sum-
marize the comparison results in Tables 11 and 12. Our model still gains significant advantage
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over the comparing methods, which indicates that our GGAN model is capable of capturing the
cross-platform information, such that the model constructed on the GEO data predict well for the
inference of GTEx data.
4.5.4 Visualization of GGAN Network Relevance
In this subsection, we plot several visualization figures to show the role of different landmark
genes in the gene expression inference problem. We adopt the Layer-wise Relevance Propagation
(LRP) [8] method to calculate the importance of landmark genes. In Figure 10, we look into
the results from the fully connected networks (structure for results in Table 10 on the GEO data.
Firstly, we divide the gene expression profiles into 20 clusters and then use LRP to calculate the
relevance score of landmark genes w.r.t. each profile cluster. Figure 10 (a) and (b) indicate that
the landmark gene expression patterns for various profile groups are different, which replicates the
findings in previous cancer subtype discovery and cancer landscape study that different group of
samples usually exhibit different expression patterns [134, 65]. Next, we analyze the relationship
between landmark genes and target genes. We cluster the target genes into 20 groups and calculate
the overall relevance score of landmark genes in the prediction of each target gene cluster. For
a clear visualization, we group the landmark genes into 10 clusters and display the association
between landmark gene clusters and target gene clusters in Figure 10 (d). We can notice apparent
difference in the relevance patterns for different target gene clusters, yet some similarity among
certain clusters, e.g., cluster (column) 5, 10 and 14. Cluster 5, 10 and 14 show consistent lower
relevance value with the landmark genes, while cluster 14 shows higher correlation with the six-th
landmark gene cluster than others. This finding has also been validated by previous gene cluster
analysis [93], where gene cluster information is related to the structure of biosynthetic pathways
and metabolites.
Moreover, we plot the illustration results on the prediction of GTEx data in Figure 11 and
find similar result as in GEO data. It is notable that our model for the prediction of GTEx data
is training on the GEO data, which validates that our model is able to appropriately capture the
relation among genes for the cross-platform prediction.
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4.5.5 Comparison on the GEO Data for SemiGAN
In this subsection, we evaluate the methods on the prediction of target gene expression in GEO
data. From the summarization in Table 13 and 14, we can notice apparent improvement of our
model over the counterparts. Firstly, we can find deep learning models (D-GEX and SemiGAN)
consistently outperform all linear models (LSR, LSR-L1 and LSR-L2), since the deep neural net-
work is capable of interpreting the non-linear association among gene expression patterns. Deep
learning models indicate remarkable representation power to estimate the latent data distribution
thus make better prediction for the expression of target genes. Besides, KNN shows worse re-
sults than the comparing methods, which is because of the inconsistence between the nearest
neighbors in the training and testing data. Moreover, our SemiGAN model presents consistent
advantage over the comparing deep model, D-GEX, due to the following two reasons: 1) the semi-
supervised framework in our model enables the integration of unlabeled profiles in the learning,
which strengthens the estimation of the data distribution and also introduces more data to train the
inference network; 2) the estimation of both conditional distribution p(y|x) and joint distribution
p(x, y) provides guidance for each other, such that the training of both generator and inference
framework can be improved.
Moreover, we can notice that the superiority of SemiGAN model is more obvious with the
labeled portion being 10% and 20%. When the labeled portion is too small, all methods are influ-
enced by the limited number of labeled profiles. However, with just 10% labeled profiles available,
the generators in our model can approximately estimate the joint distribution p(x, y) and produce
reliable profiles to improve the learning of inference network. Conversely, the construction of the
inference network also guide the generators to produce realistic gene expression profiles. This
result validates that the SemiGAN can make good prediction of the target gene expression given
very limited number of labeled profiles, which provides an accurate and cost-effective strategy for
reliable genome-wide expression profiling.
4.5.6 Comparison on the GTEx Data for SemiGAN
Furthermore, we evaluate the comparing methods on the cross-platform prediction, where we
use GEO data for training, 1000G data for validation while GTEx data for testing. This cross-
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platform setting is used to test if the methods can capture appropriate information for predicting
target gene expression from a different platform. As we can notice from the comparison results
in Table 15 and 16, our SemiGAN model maintains significant advantage over the counterparts.
Since the training and testing data come from different platform (i.e., different data distribution),
the performance on the GTEx data is not as good as the one for GEO data prediction. In the
cross-platform prediction, SemiGAN still performs better, which validates that our model can take
advantage of the learning of both conditional distribution and joint distribution to strengthen the
cross-platform learning.
4.5.7 Analysis of Landmark Genes in SemiGAN Prediction
Here we look into the roles of landmark genes in the prediction of target gene expression.
We use the Layer-wise Relevance Propagation (LRP) [8] method to calculate the importance of
each landmark gene and plot the illustration figure in Figure 12. The LRP method calculates the
relevance score for each landmark gene, where higher relevance score shows more contribution in
the overall prediction of the target gene expression. Firstly, we analyze the contribution of each
landmark gene for different profiles. Since there are a large number of profiles, we divide the them
into 20 groups and show the accumulated relevance score pattern for each profile group in Figure
12 (a) and (b). We can notice that the landmark gene expression patterns vary for different profile
groups, which replicates the previous findings in cancer clustering analysis that different group of
cancer samples usually exhibit different expression patterns. The breast cancer subtype discovery
study indicates different expression-based prognostic signatures for different subtypes [42]. And
cancer landscape study also identified that cross-tissue cancer clusters can be characterized by
different gene expression patterns [134].
Afterwards, we analyze the relationship between landmark genes and target genes. We cluster
the target genes into 20 groups and calculate the relevance score for each target gene cluster,
where we plot the overall contribution of each landmark gene across all profiles. To make a clear
illustration, we group the landmark genes into 10 clusters and display the association between
landmark gene clusters and target gene clusters in Figure 12 (d). Similar to the results between
profiles and landmark genes, apparent difference in the relevance patterns can also be observed
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for different target gene clusters. This finding has also been validated by previous gene cluster
analysis [93], where gene cluster information is related to the structure of biosynthetic pathways
and metabolites.
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Algorithm 3 Optimization of SemiGAN via mini-batch SGD method.
Input: Labeled gene expression dataset Ωl = {(xli, yli)}nli=1 which corresponds to the profiles with
the measurement of both landmark and target genes; and Ωu = {xuj }nuj=1 representing the
profiles with only landmark gene expression measurement available. Hyper-parameter λDx ,
λDy , λDxy , λGx , λGy , λGxy , λtra, λrec, λinv, λsyn and λcon.
1: Initialize parameter θDx , θDy and θDxy for discriminators, parameter θGx , θGy for generators,
parameter θIx for the inverse network Ix and parameter θF for the inference network F .
2: for number of training iterations do
3: for t = 1,. . . , T do
4: Randomly choose mini-batch Ωtl ⊂ {1, . . . , nl} of size b and mini-batch Ωtu ⊂ {1, . . . , ni}
of size b.
5: Update the parameters θDx , θDy and θDxy by ascending along the stochastic gradient w.r.t.
the following adversarial loss.
6:
max
Dx,Dy ,Dxy
1
b
b∑
i=1
λDx log(Dx(xui )) + λGx log(1−Dx(Gx(zi))) + λDy log(Dy(yli))
+λGy log(1−Dy(Gy(zi))) + λDxy log(Dxy(xli, yli))
+λGxy log(1−Dxy(Gx(zi), Gy(zi)))
7: Update the parameters θGx and θGy by descending along the stochastic gradient w.r.t. the
following loss.
8:
min
Gx,Gy
1
b
b∑
i=1
λGx log(1−Dx(Gx(zi))) + λGy log(1−Dy(Gy(zi)))
+ λGxy log(1−Dxy(Gx(zi), Gy(zi))) + λrec||Gx(Ix(xui ))− xui ||1
+ λtra||yli −Gy(Ix(xli))||1
9: Update the parameters θIx by stochastic gradient descent w.r.t. the following loss.
10:
min
Ix
1
b
b∑
i=1
λrec||Gx(Ix(xui ))− xui ||1 + λtra||yli −Gy(Ix(xli))||1
+ λinv‖Ix(Gx(z))− z)‖1
11: Update the parameters θF by stochastic gradient descent w.r.t. the following loss.
12:
min
F
1
b
b∑
i=1
||Gy(zi)− F (Gx(zi))||1 + λsyn||yli − F (xli)||1
+ λcon‖F (xui ⊕ e)− F (xui ⊕ e′)‖2
13: end for
14: end for
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Figure 11: Illustration of the relevance score of different landmark genes calculated by the
DenseNet architecture in GGAN for GTEx data.
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Table 13: MAE comparison on GEO data with different portion of labeled data.
Methods 1% 3% 5% 10% 20% 100%
LSR 1.679±0.475 0.494±0.110 0.444±0.098 0.408±0.091 0.391±0.087 0.376±0.084
LSR-L1 0.451±0.092 0.418±0.084 0.412±0.082 0.407±0.081 0.405±0.081 0.376±0.084
LSR-L2 0.436±0.081 0.407±0.084 0.399±0.085 0.391±0.086 0.385±0.085 0.376±0.084
KNN 0.530±0.089 0.485±0.090 0.466±0.090 0.441±0.091 0.417±0.092 0.371±0.096
D-GEX 0.454±0.092 0.408±0.082 0.389±0.086 0.374±0.086 0.351±0.086 0.320±0.088
SemiGAN 0.420±0.088 0.382±0.088 0.365±0.088 0.343±0.087 0.325±0.087 0.300±0.087
Table 14: CC comparison on GEO data with different portion of labeled data.
Methods 1% 3% 5% 10% 20% 100%
LSR 0.243±0.121 0.741±0.121 0.777±0.111 0.801±0.104 0.812±0.100 0.823±0.096
LSR-L1 0.746±0.121 0.774±0.110 0.778±0.109 0.781±0.108 0.782±0.108 0.822±0.096
LSR-L2 0.740±0.120 0.784±0.109 0.795±0.106 0.806±0.103 0.813±0.100 0.822±0.096
KNN 0.641±0.135 0.710±0.119 0.731±0.114 0.759±0.110 0.782±0.106 0.822±0.100
D-GEX 0.750±0.120 0.789±0.109 0.801±0.107 0.819±0.103 0.832±0.099 0.851±0.091
SemiGAN 0.761±0.119 0.801±0.110 0.816±0.107 0.835±0.103 0.850±0.099 0.870±0.093
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Table 15: MAE comparison on GTEx data with different portion of labeled data.
Methods 1% 3% 5% 10% 20% 100%
LSR 2.191±0.656 0.631±0.146 0.563±0.134 0.517±0.128 0.494±0.125 0.470±0.124
LSR-L1 0.543±0.132 0.497±0.127 0.491±0.127 0.484±0.127 0.482±0.127 0.467±0.127
LSR-L2 0.519±0.118 0.490±0.121 0.487±0.121 0.482±0.123 0.478±0.123 0.468±0.123
KNN 0.676±0.137 0.653±0.147 0.650±0.145 0.638±0.147 0.632±0.147 0.623±0.147
D-GEX 0.539±0.124 0.485±0.121 0.492±0.122 0.466±0.126 0.451±0.125 0.439±0.124
SemiGAN 0.511±0.120 0.475±0.123 0.464±0.123 0.447±0.124 0.434±0.125 0.422±0.127
Table 16: CC comparison on GTEx data with different portion of labeled data.
Methods 1% 3% 5% 10% 20% 100%
LSR 0.167±0.141 0.627±0.212 0.665±0.211 0.692±0.210 0.705±0.210 0.718±0.207
LSR-L1 0.626±0.224 0.667±0.215 0.667±0.216 0.670±0.218 0.669±0.219 0.716±0.219
LSR-L2 0.613±0.220 0.677±0.212 0.687±0.212 0.700±0.211 0.707±0.211 0.718±0.208
KNN 0.462±0.214 0.521±0.213 0.529±0.211 0.551±0.209 0.560±0.208 0.575±0.205
D-GEX 0.629±0.212 0.682±0.213 0.682±0.212 0.702±0.211 0.719±0.212 0.730±0.207
SemiGAN 0.639±0.219 0.693±0.214 0.703±0.213 0.721±0.212 0.732±0.211 0.744±0.209
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Figure 12: Visualization of the relevance score calculated by SemiGAN for each landmark gene
on GEO data.
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Figure 13: Visualization of the relevance score calculated by SemiGAN for each landmark gene
on GTEx data.
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5.0 Learning Longitudinal Data with Deep Neural Network
5.1 Motivation
As introduced in Section 1, MCI is an important intermediate stage and recent works have
proposed various methods for early detecting Alzheimer’s disease by distinguishing between MCI
converters and non-converters. Despite the prosperity and progress achieved in MCI conversion
prediction, there are still several problems existing in previous methods. 1) Although we expect
the model to be capable of forecasting the MCI conversion years before the change of disease
status, the training process should not be limited to just baseline data. In the longitudinal study
of AD, usually the data at several time points along the disease progression is available, such as
baseline, month 6, month 12, etc. However, previous methods only consider the baseline data in
the training process, thus ignore the temporal correlation structure among other time points. 2)
The labeling process for Alzheimer’s is time-consuming and expensive, so the MCI conversion
prediction suffers greatly from limited training data.
To deal with these problems, we propose a novel model for MCI conversion prediction. Firstly,
we study the temporal correlation structure among the longitudinal data in Alzheimer’s progres-
sion. Since AD is a chronically progressive disorder and the neuroimaging features are correlated
[85], it can be helpful to analyze the temporal correlation between neuroimaging data in the disease
progression as in other nervous system diseases [43]. We construct a regression model to discover
such temporal correlation structure between adjacent time points. Our model incorporates the data
at all time points along the disease progression and uncovers the variation trend that benefits MCI
conversion prediction.
Secondly, we construct a classification model to predict the disease status at each time point.
Different from previous classification models that use the baseline data to forecast the progression
trend in two or three years, our classification model focuses on adjacent time points. Compared
with previous models that require a highly distinguishable conversion pattern appears several years
before dementia, our model predicts the progression trend for consecutive time points, thus is more
accurate and reliable.
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Thirdly, we construct a generative model based on generative adversarial network (GAN) to
produce more auxiliary data to improve the training of regression and classification model. GAN
model is proposed in [48], which uses the adversarial mechanism to learn the inherent data distri-
bution and generate realistic data. We use the generative model to learn the joint distribution of
neuroimaging data at consecutive time points, such that more reliable training data can be obtained
to improve the prediction of MCI conversion.
5.2 Temporal Correlation Structure Learning Model
5.2.1 Problem Definition
In MCI conversion prediction, for a certain sample and a time point t, we use xt ∈ Rp to denote
the neuroimaging data at time t while xt+1 ∈ Rp for the next time point, where p is the number
of imaging markers. yt ∈ R is the label showing the disease status at time t and t + 1. Here we
define three different classes for yt: yt = 1 means the sample is AD at both time t and t+1; yt = 2
shows MCI at time t while AD at time t+ 1; while yt = 3 indicates that the sample is MCI at both
time t and t+ 1. In the prediction, given the baseline data of an MCI sample, the goal is to predict
whether the MCI sample will finally convert to AD or not.
5.2.2 Revisit GAN Model
GAN model is proposed in [48], which plays an adversarial game between the generator G
and discriminator D. The generator G takes a random variable z as the input and outputs the
generated data to approximates the inherent data distribution. The discriminator D is proposed to
distinguish the data x from the real distribution and the data produced from the generator. Whereas
the generator G is optimized to generate data as realistic as possible to fool the discriminator. The
objective function of the GAN model has the following form.
min
G
max
D
Ex∼p(x)
[
log(D(x))
]
+ Ez∼p(z)
[
log(1−D(G(z))] , (5.1)
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where p(z) denotes the distribution of the random variable and p(x) represents the distribution of
real data. The min-max game played betweenG andD improves the learning of both the generator
and discriminator, such that the model can learn the inherent data distribution and generate realistic
data.
5.2.3 Illustration of Our Model
Inspired by [21], we propose to approximate the joint distribution of neuroimaging data at
consecutive time points and data label ([xt, xt+1], yt) ∼ p(x, y) by considering the following:
min
Gt,Gt+1
max
D
E([xt,xt+1],yt)∼p(x,y)[log(D([xt, xt+1], yt))]
+ Ez∼p(z),y∼p(y)[log(1−D([Gt(z, y), Gt+1(z, y)], y))] ,
(5.2)
where the generators take a random variable z and a pseudo label y as the input and output a data
pair ([Gt(z, y), Gt+1(z, y)], y) that is as realistic as possible. Still, the discriminator is optimized
to distinguish real from fake data. The construction of such generative model approximates the
inherent joint distribution of neuroimaging data at adjacent time points and label, which generates
more reliable samples for the training process.
To uncover the temporal correlation structure among the neuroimaging data between consecu-
tive time points, we construct a regression network R to predict xt+1 from xt, such that progression
trend among neuroimaging data along the disease progression can be learned. The networkR takes
data from both real distribution and the generators as the input and optimize the following:
min
R
E([xt,xt+1],yt)∼p(x,y)[‖xt+1 −R(xt)‖1]
+ λregEz∼p(z),y∼p(y)[‖Gt+1(z, y)−R(Gt(z, y))‖1] ,
(5.3)
where the hyper-parameter λreg balances the importance of real and generated data. We consider
`1-norm loss to make the model R more robust to outliers.
In addition, we construct a classification structure C to predict the label yt given data xt. The
optimization of C is based on the following:
min
C
−E([xt,xt+1],yt)∼p(x,y)[yt log(C(xt))]− λclyEz∼p(z),y∼p(y)[y log(C(Gt(z)))] . (5.4)
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Given a set of real data {([xit, xit+1], yit)}ni=1, the above three loss terms can be approximated by
the following empirical loss:
Ladv = 1n
n∑
i=1
log(D([xit, xit+1], yit)) +
nz∑
j=1
log(D([Gt(zj, yj), Gt+1(zj, yj)], yj)) , (5.5)
Lreg = 1n
n∑
i=1
‖xit+1 −R(xit)‖1 + λreg
nz∑
j=1
‖Gt+1(zj, yj)−R(Gt(zj, yj))‖1 , (5.6)
Lcly = − 1n
n∑
i=1
yit log(C(xit))− λcly
nz∑
j=1
yj log(C(Gt(zj, yj))) . (5.7)
For a clear illustration, we plot a figure in Figure 15 to show the structure of our Temporal-
GAN model (temporal correlation structure learning for MCI conversion prediction with GAN).
The implement details of the networks can be found in the experimental setting section. The
optimization of our model is based on a variant of mini-batch stochastic gradient descent method.
5.3 Experimental Results
5.3.1 Experimental Setting
To evaluate our Temporal-GAN model, we compare with the following methods:
SVM-Linear(support vector machine with linear kernel), which has been widely applied in MCI
conversion prediction [55, 123]; SVM-RBF (SVM with RBF kernel), as employed in[78, 156];
and SVM-Polynomial (SVM with polynomial kernel) as used in [78]. Also, to validate the im-
provement by learning the temporal correlation structure, we compare with the Neural Network
with exactly the same structure in our classification network (network C in Figure 15) that only
uses baseline data. Besides, we compare with the case where we do not use the GAN model to
generate more auxiliary samples, i.e., only using network C and R in Figure 15, which we call
Temporal-Deep.
The classification accuracy is used as the evaluation metric. We divide the data into three sets:
training data for training the models, validation data for tuning hyper-parameters, and testing data
for reporting the results. We tune the hyper-parameter C of SVM-linear, SVM-RBF and SVM-
Polynomial methods in the range of {10−3, 10−2, . . . , 103}. We compare the methods when
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using different portion of testing samples and report the average performance in five repetitions of
random data division. In our Temporal-GAN model, we use the fully connected neural network
structure for all the networks G, D, R and C, where each hidden layer contains 100 hidden units.
The implementation detail is as follows: the number of hidden layers in structure G, D, R and
C is 3, 1, 3, 2 respectively. We use leaky rectified linear unit (LReLU) [90] with leakiness ratio
0.2 as the activation function of all layers except the last layer and consider weight normalization
[120] for layer normalization. Also, we utilize the dropout mechanism in the regression structure
R with the dropout rate of 0.1. The weight parameters of all layers are initialized using the Xavier
approach [46]. We use the ADAM algorithm [71] to update the weight parameters with the hyper-
parameters of ADAM algorithm set as default. Both values of λreg in Eq. (5.3) and λcly in Eq.
(5.4) are set as 0.01.
5.3.2 Data Description
Data used in this chapter was downloaded from the ADNI database (adni.loni.usc.
edu). Each MRI T1-weighted image was first anterior commissure (AC) posterior commissure
(PC) corrected using MIPAV2, intensity inhomogeneity corrected using the N3 algorithm [132],
skull stripped [153] with manual editing, and cerebellum-removed [152]. We then used FAST
[172] in the FSL package3 to segment the image into gray matter (GM), white matter (WM), and
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), and used HAMMER [125] to register the images to a common space.
GM volumes obtained from 93 ROIs defined in [62], normalized by the total intracranial volume,
were extracted as features. Out of the 93 ROIs, 24 disease-related ROIs were involved in the MCI
prediction, where the selection of AD-related ROIs is based on [146]. This experiment includes
six different time points: baseline (BL), month 6 (M6), month 12 (M12), month 18 (M18), month
24 (M24) and month 36 (M36). All 216 samples with no missing MRI features at BL and M36
time are used by all the comparing methods, where there are 101 MCI converters (MCI at BL time
while AD at M36) as well as 115 non-converters (MCI at both BL and M36). Since Temporal-
GAN model can use data at time points other than BL and M36, we include 1419 data pairs with
no missing neuroimaging measurement for training the classification, regression and generative
model in our Temporal-GAN model. All neuroimaging features are normalized to N (0, 1).
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Table 17: MCI conversion prediction accuracy with different portion of testing data.
Methods 10% 20% 50%
SVM-Linear 0.627±0.067 0.656±0.065 0.609±0.048
SVM-RBF 0.582±0.088 0.5767±0.077 0.585±0.038
SVM-Polynomial 0.655±0.062 0.595±0.125 0.561±0.043
Neural Network 0.373±0.034 0.423±0.043 0.469±0.032
Temporal-Deep 0.746±0.046 0.721±0.044 0.674±0.045
Temporal-GAN 0.782±0.045 0.749±0.034 0.700±0.057
5.3.3 MCI Conversion Prediction
We summarize the MCI conversion classification results in Table 17. The goal of the experi-
ment is to accurately distinguish converter subjects from non-converters among the MCI samples at
baseline time. From the comparison we notice that Temporal-GAN outperforms all other methods
under all settings, which confirms the effectiveness of our model. Compared with SVM-Linear,
SVM-RBF, SVM-Polynomial and Neural Network, the Temporal-GAN and Temporal-Deep model
illustrates apparent superiority, which validates that the temporal correlation structure learned in
our model substantially improves the prediction of MCI conversion. The training process of our
model takes advantage of all the available data along the progression of the disease, which provides
more beneficial information for the prediction of MCI conversion. By comparing Temporal-GAN
and Temporal-Deep, we can notice that Temporal-GAN always performs better than Temporal-
Deep, which indicates that the generative structure in Temporal-GAN could provide reliable aux-
iliary samples to strengthen the training of regression R and classification C model, thus improves
the prediction of MCI conversion.
5.3.4 Visualization of the Imaging markers
In this subsection, we use feature weight visualization figure in Figure 14 to validate if our
Temporal-GAN can detect disease-related features when using all 93 ROIs in the MCI conversion
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Figure 14: Visualization of the feature weights learned from Temporal-GAN.
prediction. We adopt the Layer-wise Relevance Propagation (LRP) [8] method to calculate the
importance of neuroimaging features in the testing data. We can notice that our Temporal-GAN
model selects several important features from all 93 ROIs. For example, our method identifies
fornix as a significant feature in distinguishing MCI non-converters. The fornix is an integral white
matter bundle that locates inside the medial diencephalon. [101] reveals the vital role of white
matter in Alzheimer’s, such that the degradation of fornix indicates essential predictive power in
MCI conversion. Moreover, cingulate region has been found by our model to be related with MCI
converters. Previous study [56] finds significantly decreased Regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF)
measurement in the left posterior cingulate cortex in MCI converters, which serves as an important
signal in forecasting the MCI conversion. The replication of these findings proves the validity of
our model.
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Figure 15: Illustration of our Temporal-GAN model.
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6.0 Building An Additive Interpretable Deep Neural Network
6.1 Motivation
We introduce a new longitudinal deep learning model for early detection of Alzheimer’s dis-
ease and improve the performance with significant margin in the previous chapter. However, the
Temporal-GAN model is formulated as a black-box, making it difficult to interpret how the predic-
tion is made and what are the important brain regions related with the occurrence and progression
of the disease.
In order to address this challenge, here in this section, we propose a new idea to improve
the interpretability of our model. Interpretability of the model is very important to inspect the
validity of the prediction. In medical diagnosis, it is crucial to verify that the diagnosis is based on
valid reasons. A thorough knowledge of the model behavior is essential to the enhance end-user’s
understanding and trust in the model.Moreover, good interpretability of the model can improve the
performance of the model [3], strengthen the explanation of an algorithm’s decision[49, 69], and
enable the discovery of new science [130]. In this chapter, we formulate our deep learning model
in a novel interpretable manner in order to improve the understanding of the predictive mechanism
and provide insights on important features in Alzheimer’s disease research.
There are several recent work on building interpretable models using sparse linear models,
decision trees and rules lists owing to the intrinsic interpretable property of these methods. These
models are very useful when interpretation of the computational model is important. For example,
[149] propose a sparse linear model to analyze Alzheimer’s disease related brain regions. [76]
use the decision sets to construct an interpretable classifier for stroke prediction. [79] use rules
list to build an interpretable model for stroke prediction while [145] adopt rules list to predict
hospital readmissions. However, the performance of these interpretable models are limited by
the complexity constraints. The number of non-zeros coefficients in sparse linear models, and the
number and length of rules in rules lists and decision sets have to be carefully constrained, such that
the model is not too complex to interpret. Such constrains limit the flexibility of the interpretable
models, making it difficult to apply to large-scale and complex tasks.
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6.1.1 Interpretation of a Black-Box Model
Recent methods on interpreting a black-box model can be roughly divided into three categories:
feature visualization, attribution and model approximation. In feature visualization [38, 45, 103],
the interpretation is based on finding the input that activates a certain output. From the simulated
input, human users can analyze the model’s understanding in the data by visualizing the desired
input of the model. Moreover, attribution methods [8, 97, 168, 136, 131, 130, 4] propose to identify
which part of input is the most responsible for the output by tracking from the output backward
to the input. Attribution methods show the role of each feature and help the users to interpret the
contribution of the features in the prediction. Model approximation is the method that builds a
simpler interpretable model to approximate the black-box model and use the explanation from the
simpler model for explanation. In [115], Ribeiro et al. build a sparse linear model to approximate
any given classifier such that the output of the linear model is locally consistent to the output from
the black-box classifier. In [10], Bastani et al. use decision trees to approximate the black-box
model for a global interpretation of the model behavior. Also, there are other model interpretation
methods in addition to the above three categories. [73] formulates the interpretation by analyz-
ing the impact of each training sample to the model and picking out the most influential training
samples in the prediction.
Although the recent works have introduced advances in model interpretation and strengthened
the understanding in black-box models, there still lacks a universal standard in evaluating and
quantifying the quality of interpretation [33]. [70] points out that several well-known interpreta-
tion methods, including DeConvNet [168], Guided BackProp [136] and LRP [8], fail to provide
theoretically correct interpretation for a simple linear model. In [1], Adebayo et al. points out that
a deep neural network (DNN) with random weights shares both visual and quantitative similarity
with a DNN with learned weights on the learned interpretation. All of these findings raise con-
cerns about the quality and consistency of interpretation. In [24], Chu et al. propose a theoretical
analysis on the consistency of the interpretation, whose method is, however, constrained to piece-
wise linear models and is not applicable to neural networks with other standard layers like batch
normalization, etc.
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It is notable that our interpretable temporal structure learning model is different from the pre-
vious works from several different aspects. In terms of MCI conversion prediction, we propose a
novel idea of uncovering the progressive trend of Alzheimer’s disease to improve the prediction of
MCI conversion status. Moreover, unlike previous models that predict the MCI conversion two or
three years before the disease status changes, our prediction focuses on adjacent time points thus
is more accurate.
In terms of model interpretation, our model differs from the model interpretation methods in
that we directly construct an interpretable model, guaranteeing that the interpretation is consistent
with the model behavior. In addition, different from previous interpretable models whose per-
formance is limited by the interpretable constraints, our model is flexible and achieves roughly
comparable performance with state-of-the-art black-box structures on difficult tasks such as image
classification and sentence classification.
6.2 Building An Additive Interpretable Deep Neural Network
In this section, we first introduce how to build a deep learning model in an interpretable manner
such that the model provides direct explanation on what features play an important role in the
prediction. In a supervised learning problem, suppose the data is drawn from the distribution
p(x, y), traditional black-box models propose to find a prediction function f that optimizes the
following:
min
f∈F
E(x,y)∼p(x,y)
[
L(f(x), y)
]
, (6.1)
where L is the loss function and F is the assumptions and constraints on the structure of f . In deep
learning models, function f is non-linear and complicated, which makes the behavior of function f
difficult to understand. For a given data x, such black-box structure renders the mechanism behind
how the model makes the prediction yˆ = f(x) to be opaque and not interpretable.
One method to understand the behavior of f is to find an interpretable model h (e.g, sparse
linear model h(x) = xTW ) to locally approximate f [115]. It is notable that the coefficient matrix
W is dependent on the data x to be interpreted. As a consequence, we can define W as a function
w.r.t. the data x as W = g(x) and formulate the prediction as yˆ = xTg(x). We plug yˆ = xTg(x) in
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Figure 16: Illustration of the idea of constructing an interpretable additive deep neural network,
with the illustrating example shown below.
Eq. (6.1) and propose to optimize the following:
min
g∈G
E(x,y)∼p(x,y)
[
L(xTg(x), y)
]
. (6.2)
where G is the assumptions and constraints on the structure of function g. Note that in Problem
(6.2), g(x) makes an explicit interpretation on the contribution of features in x to yˆ, such that the
mechanism behind the model behavior is clear.
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Given a set of data samples {(xi, yi)}ni=1, we optimize the following empirical loss to approxi-
mate the expected loss in Problem (6.2):
min
g∈G
n∑
i=1
L(xTi g(xi), yi) . (6.3)
For the sake of interpretability, we impose sparsity constraints on the learned coefficient matrix
to limit the number of non-zero values in the coefficient matrix for each data and propose the
following objective function for our method:
min
g∈G
n∑
i=1
L(xTi g(xi), yi) , s.t. ‖g(xi)‖2,0 ≤ k, ∀i , (6.4)
where k is the number of non-zeros values in each row of the coefficient matrix.
We would like to point out that the formulation in Problem (6.4) enjoys several advantages:
• The model is clearly interpretable since the coefficient matrix g(xi) makes an explicit and
direct explanation on the association between data xi and the prediction yˆi = xTi g(xi).
• The function g enjoys the representative power and flexibility of the black-box models, thus
our model can perform well in the cases when f works well in Problem (6.1).
• Our interpretable learning idea is not restricted to any specific structure and can adapt to many
state-of-the-art architecture.
For simplicity, we plot an illustration figure in Figure 16 to explain our idea of building an
interpretable model. The learned coefficient matrix on MNIST data for digit classification indicates
that our model correctly classifies the digit according to reasonable features, showing that our
model is both effective and trustworthy.
We formulate the classifier in the Temporal-GAN model introduced in Chapter 5 and con-
struct ITGAN (interpretable temporal correlation structure learning for MCI conversion prediction
with GAN). The optimization of our ITGAN model is based on a variant of mini-batch stochastic
gradient descent method.
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6.3 Experimental Results
6.3.1 Experimental Setting
To evaluate our ITGAN model, we compare with the following methods:
SVM-Linear(support vector machine with linear kernel), which has been widely applied in MCI
conversion prediction [55, 123]; SVM-RBF (SVM with RBF kernel), as employed in[78, 156];
and SVM-Polynomial (SVM with polynomial kernel) as used in [78]. Also, to validate the im-
provement by learning the temporal correlation structure, we compare with the Neural Network
with exactly the same structure in our classification network (network C in Figure 15) that only
uses baseline data. Besides, we compare with the case where we do not use the GAN model to
generate more auxiliary samples, i.e., only using network C and R in Figure 15, which we call
Temporal-Deep.
The classification accuracy is used as the evaluation metric. We divide the data into three sets:
training data for training the models, validation data for tuning hyper-parameters, and testing data
for reporting the results. We tune the hyper-parameter C of SVM-linear, SVM-RBF and SVM-
Polynomial methods in the range of {10−3, 10−2, . . . , 103}. We compare the methods when
using different portion of testing samples and report the average performance in five repetitions of
random data division. It is notable that our classification network C output the weight matrices W
such that the prediction of C is intrinsically interpretable. We plot an illustration figure in Figure
17.
In our ITGAN model, we use the fully connected neural network structure for all the networks
G, D, R and C. The implementation detail is as follows: The number of each hidden layer
contains 100 hidden units while the number of hidden layers in the structure G, D, R and C is
2, 1, 3, 4 respectively. We use leaky rectified linear unit (LReLU) [90] with leakiness ratio 0.2 as
the activation function of all layers except the last layer and consider weight normalization [120]
for layer normalization. We adopt the dropout mechanism for all layers except the last layer with
the dropout rate of 0.1 [137]. The weight parameters of all layers are initialized using the Xavier
approach [46]. We use the ADAM algorithm [71] to update the weight parameters with the hyper-
parameters of ADAM algorithm set as default. Both values of λreg in Eq. (5.3) and λcly in Eq.
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Figure 17: Illustration of our idea on formulating a deep learning model in an interpretable manner.
(5.4) are set as 1.0. We use the generator G to produce ten times of the samples from the real
distribution. We use Theano toolbox for the implementation. All experiments are conducted on a
machine with one Titan X pascal GPU.
6.3.2 MCI Conversion Prediction
We summarize the MCI conversion classification results in Table 18 and 19. The goal of the
experiment is to accurately distinguish converter subjects from non-converters among the MCI
samples at baseline time. From the comparison we notice that ITGAN outperforms all other meth-
ods under all settings, which confirms the effectiveness of our model. Compared with SVM-Linear,
SVM-RBF, SVM-Polynomial and Neural Network, the ITGAN and Temporal-Deep model illus-
trates apparent superiority, which validates that the temporal correlation structure learned in our
model substantially improves the prediction of MCI conversion. The training process of our model
takes advantage of all the available data along the progression of the disease, which provides more
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Table 18: Classification evaluation of ITGAN on MCI conversion prediction with different portion
of testing data.
Methods 10% 20% 50%
SVM-Linear 0.627±0.067 0.656±0.065 0.609±0.048
SVM-RBF 0.582±0.088 0.577±0.077 0.585±0.038
SVM-Polynomial 0.655±0.062 0.595±0.125 0.561±0.043
Neural Network 0.373±0.034 0.423±0.043 0.469±0.032
Temporal-Deep 0.746±0.068 0.744±0.042 0.756±0.036
ITGAN 0.809±0.088 0.749±0.027 0.761±0.030
Table 19: Classification evaluation of ITGAN when involving all 93 ROIs in MCI conversion
prediction.
Methods 10% 20% 50%
SVM-Linear 0.618±0.121 0.614±0.032 0.582±0.052
SVM-RBF 0.673±0.116 0.558±0.051 0.606±0.040
SVM-Polynomial 0.618±0.162 0.656±0.103 0.598±0.047
Neural Network 0.446±0.105 0.461±0.045 0.459±0.013
Temporal-Deep 0.773±0.050 0.781±0.048 0.700±0.031
ITGAN 0.809±0.067 0.786±0.037 0.715±0.042
beneficial information for the prediction of MCI conversion. By comparing ITGAN and Temporal-
Deep, we can notice that ITGAN always performs better than Temporal-Deep, which indicates that
the generative structure in ITGAN could provide reliable auxiliary samples to strengthen the train-
ing of regression R and classification C model, thus improves the prediction of MCI conversion.
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Figure 18: Brain map of the top imaging markers identified by ITGAN.
6.3.3 Visualization of the Imaging markers
In Figure 18, we illustrate the brain map corresponding to the top 15 imaging features that are
learned in our C model. In this subsection, we use all 93 ROIs in the MCI conversion prediction
and validate if the top neuroimaging features captured by our ITGAN model is Alzheimer’s disease
relevant.
Among the detected neuroimaging features, we identified several Alzheimer’s relevant regions
of interests (ROIs) that have been replicated in previous literature. In our classification C model,
medial occipitotemporal gyrus left and inferior temporal gyrus right rank play an important role
in the early detection of MCI. Convit et al. [26] ascertained the influence of the atrophy in the
medial occipitotemporal, inferior, and middle temporal gyri in the decline to Alzheimer’s disease.
Moreover, our ITGAN model also validated temporal lobe WM left as a top feature to predict the
conversion of MCI, the this finding has been replicated in several previous works [66, 16]. The
replication of this findings validated the effectiveness of our interpretation method, such that our
ITGAN model provides direct explanation of the important features for predicting the conversion
pattern of MCI subjects, and the explanation coincides with previous research on the important
features for MCI subjects declining to Alzheimer’s disease.
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6.4 Additive Interpretation Methods for Machine Learning Fairness
In recent years, machine learning has achieved unparalleled success in various fields, from face
recognition, autonomous driving to computer-aided diagnosis. Despite the wide application and
rapid development, the discrimination and bias that exists in machine learning models are attracting
increasing attention in the research community. Recent models have been found to be biased
towards certain groups of samples when making the prediction. For example, ProPublica [61]
analyzed a widely used criminal risk assessment tool for future crime prediction and discovered
discrimination among different races. For defendants that do not commit a future crime, the black
people are more likely to be mistaken by the model as potential future criminals than the white
people (i.e., a higher false positive rate in the blacks than the whites). Moreover, Gross et al. [50]
analyzed the face recognition problem and uncovered prediction discrimination among ethnicity,
such that the recognition accuracy of white people is much higher than that of the black people.
Especially in sensitive fields such as criminal justice, credit and loan decision, and online
advertising, a model with merely good prediction performance is not enough as we harness the
power of machine learning. It is critical to guarantee that the prediction is based on appropriate
information and the performance is not biased towards certain groups of population characterized
by sensitive features like race and gender.
Improving model fairness is not only a societal problem but also an important aspect of ma-
chine learning. As the prediction bias uncovered in various applications, there are rising concerns
w.r.t. the discrimination among sensitive groups and thus the trustworthiness of model perfor-
mance. Recent works propose to achieve machine learning fairness from different perspectives to
improve model fairness. For example, as a pre-processing step, recent methods propose to elim-
inate the bias in data with reweighing the samples [63] or removing the disparity among groups
[41]. While in the in-processing of model prediction, Zhang et al. [170] proposes to improve fair-
ness by constraining the prediction not based on sensitive information. Adel et al. [2] also propose
an adversarial network that minimizes the influence of sensitive features to the prediction by char-
acterizing the relevance between the latent data representation and the sensitive feature. Besides,
fairness in prediction can be achieved with post-processing methods [110] that modifies the model
output for equalizing the probability of getting favorable output, e.g., getting approved for a loan.
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Based on the targets of fairness, the motivation can be divided into group fairness and indi-
vidual fairness. Group fairness is proposed to guarantee that different groups of population have
equalized opportunity of achieving a favorable prediction result. Whereas for individual fairness
[169], the goal is to guarantee that similar individuals get similar output. Based on the motivation
of improving fairness, there are recent methods proposed to improve the long-term benefit of the
protected groups (groups that are usually biased against by traditional models) [84, 99], which is
different than the methods that focus more on the instant benefit of an equalized opportunity [110].
Previous models usually propose to improve the fairness w.r.t. either the data perspective or
the model perspective, i.e., modifying the input to reduce data bias or optimizing the model to
reduce prediction bias. These strategies may not guarantee that the learned input to be optimal for
the model or the designed model optimal for the data, such that a fairness constraint in the model
usually introduces deterioration in the prediction performance.
In order to improve fairness without sacrificing the predictive performance, we propose a new
adversarial network to reduce the bias simultaneously from the data perspective and the model
perspective. By conducting sampling among features, we automatically reformulate the input with
features that contain only non-sensitive information. By minimizing the marginal contribution of
the sensitive feature, we strengthen model robustness towards the sensitive feature such that adding
sensitive information cannot influence the prediction results. The coupled optimization strategy
from both the data and the model aspects improves fairness as well as prediction performance.
We evaluate our model on three benchmark datasets, where our model achieves the best prediction
performance as well as the most improved prediction fairness when compared with four state-of-art
fairness models and the baseline.
6.4.1 Problem Definition
First we introduce several terminologies in machine learning fairness. For a given dataset
[x(1), x(2), . . . , x(n)] consisting of n samples from the input space X ⊂ Rd, each sample x(i) =
[x
(i)
1 , x
(i)
2 , . . . , x
(i)
d ]
T is characterized by d features.
In a prediction problem, prediction bias sometime exists when the model makes different
prediction for different groups of samples with all other features held constant. For example, the
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Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) data shows the rate of loan rejection is twice as high
for blacks as for whites [75]. The sensitive feature is the feature to characterize such groups
of population of interest where we expect the prediction not to be biased among the groups.
Examples of the sensitive feature include race, gender, age. The choice of sensitive features varies
for different prediction problems. The sensitive-relevant features refers to the features that are
not regarded as sensitive themselves, but indicate the information relevant to the sensitive feature.
For example, in a job hiring decision model, the university where the candidates graduate from is
not a sensitive feature. However, university can be relevant to the sensitive feature race since the
demographics of different universities is different.
One straightforward idea to improve fairness is fairness through blindness, i.e., simply ex-
clude the sensitive feature from the input. However, this cannot eliminate the prediction bias, as
the sensitive-relevant features still provide sensitive information in the input.
The goal of fairness varies in different applications, such as group/individual fairness, the long-
term/instant benefit of fairness as introduced in Section 6.4. Here in this work, we are interested in
improving the fairness with instant benefit among different groups of population so that the model
prediction is not based on the sensitive information, either from the sensitive or sensitive-relevant
features.
In this chapter, we propose to reduce such prediction bias from two aspects: reformulating the
input and strengthening the model fairness. We achieve the goal by simultaneously learn a new
input x˜ based on the original data x and build a prediction model fφ : X → Y with the parameter φ,
where Y is the output space, such that 1) the dependency between x˜ and the sensitive information
is minimized; 2) the influence of the sensitive information to the prediction of fφ is minimized. By
improving from both the input and the model, we propose to guarantee that the prediction is based
on the non-sensitive information and the bias w.r.t. the sensitive feature is reduced.
6.5 Approaching Machine Learning Fairness Through Adversarial Network
As we discussed in Section 6.4.1, the simple strategy of fairness through blindness cannot work
with the existence of sensitive-relevant features. In order to reduce the prediction bias, we need
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Figure 19: Illustration of the FAIAS model.
to guarantee the prediction is not dependent on either the sensitive feature or the sensitive-relevant
features. This is difficult to achieve since we usually do not have prior knowledge of what are
the sensitive-relevant features. In this section, we propose a new FAIrness through AdverSarial
network (FAIAS) model to improve the prediction fairness by improving both the input and the
model.
The goal of reducing the prediction bias from both the input and model aspects can be formu-
lated as two folds: 1) from the perspective of input, we propose to learn the new input x˜ based
on the original data x such that x˜ contains only non-sensitive information; 2) for the prediction
model, we minimize the marginal contribution of the sensitive feature such that adding the sensi-
tive feature does not change the model prediction too much. We propose to learn the new input
x˜ by sampling the features in the original data x, i.e., selecting features with a selection function
S : X → {0, 1}d, such that the selected features contain only non-sensitive information.
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For a data sample x = [x1, x2, . . . , xd]T ∈ X , and a selection set s = {s1, s2, . . . , sm} ⊂
{1, 2, . . . , d}, denote fφ(x, s) = fφ([xs1 , xs2 , . . . , xsm ]) as the output of function fφ when the
input contains only features selected by s (the value of not selected features as set as 0). For t 6∈ s,
the marginal contribution of the t-th feature to this input can be denoted as fφ(x, s∪{t})−fφ(x, s),
i.e., the change in the output when adding t-th feature.
Denote the sensitive feature as xk, the goal of our FAIAS model is to minimize the marginal
contribution
fφ(x, S ∪ {k})− fφ(x, S),
where S is the selection function that selects only features containing non-sensitive information.
For simplicity, here we only consider one sensitive feature in each data. It is notable that our
FAIAS model can be easily applied to improving prediction fairness in the case involving multiple
sensitive features.
We can approximate the selection function S using a continuous selector function gθ : X →
[0, 1]d with parameter θ, that takes the feature vector as the input and output a probability vector
p = [p1, p2, . . . , pd] ∈ Rd showing the probability to sample each feature to formulate the input.
Then we conduct random sampling of the features based on the probability vector p and get the
selection set s. The probability of getting a joint selection vector s ∈ {0, 1}d is
piθ(x, s) = Πdj=1
(
gθj (x)
)sj(1− gθj (x))(1−sj). (6.5)
To quantify the influence of sensitive feature, we consider the sensitivity loss as follows
lsen(θ, φ) = E(x,y)∼pEs∼piθ(x,·)
[
||fφ(x, s ∪ {k})− fφ(x, s)||
]
, (6.6)
which characterize the marginal contribution of the sensitive feature xk to the model prediction
given features selected by s.
In order to optimize gθ to approximate the selection function S and assign higher probability
to only non-sensitive features, we propose an adversarial game between the selector function gθ
and the predictor function fφ.
The goal of the prediction function fφ is to minimize the sensitivity loss in Eq. (6.6) such that
adding the sensitive feature does not influence the prediction too much. In contrast, we optimize
the selector function gθ to maximize the sensitivity loss in Eq. (6.6), so as to select the subset of
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features which can be influenced the most by adding the sensitive feature. In this way, the selector
function gθ can find the features that are not relevant to the sensitive feature. If for example, the
selected subset contains sensitive-relevant features, adding the sensitive feature will not bring too
much change since the sensitive information is already indicated by the sensitive-relevant features.
By updating the selector function gθ to maximize the sensitivity loss, gθ learns to exclude the
sensitive information by assigning lower sampling probability to sensitive-relevant features and
formulate the input on the basis of only non-sensitive information.
Moreover, we optimize the predictor fφ to minimize the following prediction loss to guarantee
prediction performance:
lpred(θ, φ) = E(x,y)∼pEs∼piθ(x,·)
[ c∑
l=1
yl log f
φ
l (x, s)
]
, (6.7)
which measures the performance of the prediction model given the features selected by s. Here we
take the the multi-class classification problem with c class as an example and consider the cross
entropy loss. We plot an illustration figure in Figure 6.5 to show our FAIrness through AdverSarial
network (FAIAS) model.
In order to optimize the selector function gθ and the prediction function fφ, we derive the
update steps for the two functions in the following.
Denote the empirical loss w.r.t data x and selection vector s as below:
lˆsen(x, s) = fφ(x, s ∪ {k})− fφ(x, s), (6.8)
and the empirical loss as:
lˆpred(x, s) =
c∑
l=1
yl log f
φ
l (x, s). (6.9)
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The parameter θ and φ can be updated via gradient ascend and descent methods respectively.
We can easily derive the derivative of lsen(θ, φ) w.r.t. parameter θ and φ as follows:
∇θlsen(θ, φ) = ∇θE(x,y)∼pEs∼piθ(x,·)
[
||fφ(x, s ∪ {k})− fφ(x, s)||
]
= ∇θ
∫
X×Y
p(x, y)
( ∑
s∈{0,1}d
piθ(x, s)||lˆsen(x, s)||
)
dxdy
=
∫
X×Y
p(x, y)
( ∑
s∈{0,1}d
piθ(x, s)
∇θpiθ(x, s)
piθ(x, s)
||lˆsen(x, s)||
)
dxdy (6.10)
=
∫
X×Y
p(x, y)
( ∑
s∈{0,1}d
piθ(x, s)∇θ log piθ(x, s)||lˆsen(x, s)||
)
dxdy
= E(x,y)∼pEs∼piθ(x,·)
[
||lˆsen(x, s)||∇θ log piθ(x, s)
]
,
∇φlsen(θ, φ) = ∇φE(x,y)∼pEs∼piθ(x,·)
[||fφ(x, s ∪ {k})− fφ(x, s)||] (6.11)
= E(x,y)∼pEs∼piθ(x,·)
[(fφ(x, s ∪ {k})− fφ(x, s))(∇φfφ(x, s ∪ {k})−∇φfφ(x, s))
||lˆsen(x, s)||
]
,
and the derivative of lpred(θ, φ) w.r.t. φ is
∇φlpred(θ, φ) =∇φE(x,y)∼pEs∼piθ(x,·)
[ c∑
l=1
yl log f
φ
l (x, s)
]
= E(x,y)∼pEs∼piθ(x,·)
[ c∑
l=1
yl
∇φfφl (x, s)
fφl (x, s)
]
.
(6.12)
In Algorithm 4 we summarize the optimization steps of FAIAS model. According to the update
rules w.r.t. the gradients, the time complexity of our FAIAS model is linear w.r.t. the number of
samples n, the number of parameters in θ and φ, as well as the number of iterations T .
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Figure 20: Comparison of model performance via classification accuracy and balanced classifica-
tion accuracy on three benchmark datasets.
6.6 Experimental Results
In this section, we conduct experiments on three benchmark datasets to validate the perfor-
mance of our FAIAS model. It is notable that our FAIAS model is proposed for group fairness,
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i.e., minimizing the prediction bias w.r.t. a certain sensitive feature in both the pre-processing
and in-processing steps. We compare our model with four recent methods for group fairness in
pre-processing, in-processing, and post-processing steps, and one baseline method as follows.
• Baseline method without fairness constraint: the logistic regression model that adopts all
features (including the sensitive feature) in the training and prediction.
• Adversarial de-biasing model (abbreviated as Adv Deb in the comparison)[170]: an in-
processing model that proposes to maximize the predictive performance while minimizing
the adversary’s ability to predict the sensitive features.
• Calibrated equal odds post-processing (abbreviated as CEOP in the comparison)[110]: a
post-processing model that proposes to minimize the error disparity among different groups
indicated by the sensitive feature.
• Disparate impact remover (abbreviated as DIR in the comparison) [41]: a model that pro-
poses to minimize the disparity in the outcome from different groups via pre-processing.
• Reweighing method [63]: a pre-processing method that eliminates the discrimination bias
among different groups by reweighing and resampling the data.
We use three benchmark datasets to compare the model performance:
• German credit data from the UCI repository [34]: The data contains 1000 samples described
by 20 features and the goal is to predict the credit risks (good or bad). The feature personal
status and sex is used as the sensitive feature.
• Compas: The data includes 6167 samples described by 401 features with the outcome showing
if each person was accused of a crime within two years. The feature gender is used as the
sensitive feature in this data.
• Bank marketing data[135] from the UCI repository: The data consists of 45211 samples
with 17 features. The goal is to predict whether a client will subscribe to a term deposit. The
sensitive feature in this data is age.
We use the classification accuracy (percentage of correctly classified data in the testing set)
and balanced classification accuracy (average of true positive rate and true negative rate) to eval-
uate the model prediction performance in the classification problem. Moreover, we adopt three
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different metrics to evaluate the fairness among groups of population w.r.t. the sensitive feature in
the data:
• Absolute equal opportunity difference: the absolute difference in true positive rate among
different groups of population.
• Absolute average odds difference: the absolute difference in balanced classification accuracy
among different groups of population.
• Theil index: proposed in [135] to measure the group or individual fairness. Here we report
the absolute value of the Theil index, which is always positive. A close-to-zero Theil index
indicates more fairness.
Features in the data are normalized to the range of [0, 1]. For each dataset, we randomly split
the data into three sets: 60% for training set, 20% for validation set, and 20% for testing set, where
the training set is used to train the model, validation set is used to tune the hyper-parameter, and the
test is used to test the model performance. We run all comparing methods 5 times with 5 different
random splits of the data and report the average performance with the standard deviation on the
test set. For the methods involving a hyper-parameter, i.e., the thresholding value in CEOP, DIR,
and Reweighing method, we tune the hyper-parameter in the range of {0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1} and
use the best hyper-parameter achieving the best balanced classification accuracy on the validation
set.
We implement the comparing methods via the AI Fairness 360 toolbox [11]. For our FAIAS
model, we construct the predictor as a 4-layer neural network with 200 nodes in each layer. We
adopt scaled exponential linear units (SELU)[72] as the activation function of the first 3 layers and
the softmax function for the last layer. We use Adam optimizer [71] and set the learning rate as
0.0001. For the selector, we set it as a data-independent vector w = 1
1+e−θ ∈ Rd since we expect the
selected features to be consistent among different samples. We use Tensorflow and Keras toolbox
for implementing our code and run the algorithm on a machine with one Titan X Pascal GPU.
We first compare the model performance on the classification problems and summarize the
results in Figure 20. The results show that our FAIAS model achieves the best classification result
w.r.t. both the accuracy and the balanced accuracy, which indicate that the optimization on both
the data and model perspective is successful in guaranteeing the prediction performance such that
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Figure 21: Comparison of prediction fairness via absolute equal opportunity difference, absolute
average odds difference, and Theil index on three benchmark datasets.
imposing the fairness constraints does not sacrifice the classification performance. We also use
the three fairness metrics to evaluate if FAIAS improves the prediction fairness by rendering equal
prediction performance among different group of population. From the results in Figure 21, we
can notice that FAIAS achieves equivalent or better results w.r.t. all three measurement metrics on
the three benchmark datasets, such that the feature sampling via an adversarial network is able to
eliminate the sensitive information and forces the prediction performance to be equalized among
different groups of population.
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Algorithm 4 Optimization Algorithm of FAIAS Model
Input data set Z = X × Y = {(xi, yi)}ni=1, learning rate αθ and αφ.
Output
Initialize parameter θ and φ randomly.
while not converge do
for t = 1, 2, . . . , nb do
for (xti , yti) in the t-th mini-batch Zt do
1. Calculate the selection probability vector
gθ(xti) = [p
1
ti
, p2ti , . . . , p
d
ti
].
2. Sample the selection vector sti ∈ Rd with
sjti ∼ Bernoulli(pjti), for j = 1, , 2, . . . , d.
3. Calculate
lˆsen(xti , sti) = f
φ(xti , sti ∪ {k})− fφ(xti , sti).
end for
4. Update the parameter θ with gradient ascent
θ ← θ + αθ
nb
∑
i
lˆsen(xti , sti)∇θ log piθ(xti , sti).
5. Update the parameter φ with gradient descent
φ← φ− αφ
nb
∑
i
lˆsen(xti , sti)∇φlˆsen(xti , sti)
||lˆsen(xti , sti)||
− αφ
nb
∑
i
c∑
l=1
yl
∇φfφl (xti , sti)
fφl (xti , sti)
.
end for
end while
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7.0 Conclusion
In this thesis, we propose several new nonlinear machine learning models to address the chal-
lenges in different data scales. We first address the overfitting and less interpretability problem
of nonlinear kernel methods with a novel additive model (FNAM) for QTL identification. The
framework of FNAM can be easily adapted to depict the non-linear associations between SNPs
and brain endophenotypes. The experimental results on the ADNI cohort indicated the promising
performance of FNAM. In particular, we not only identified some SNPs validated in the previous
literature, but also found new SNPs with potential risk for Alzheimer’s. These empirical studies
validate the effectiveness of our approach, and provide insights into the genetic causal relation-
ships as well as early detection of neurological disorders. We also derived the generalization error
bound of FNAM under a general assumption, i.e., m-dependent observations, thus is suitable to
many other biological applications.
Next, we proposed a novel group sparse additive machine (GroupSAM) by incorporating the
group sparsity into the additive classification model in reproducing kernel Hilbert space. By de-
veloping the error analysis technique with data dependent hypothesis space, we obtain the gen-
eralization error bound of the proposed GroupSAM, which demonstrates our model can achieve
satisfactory learning rate under mild conditions. Experimental results on both synthetic and real-
world benchmark datasets validate the algorithmic effectiveness and support our learning theory
analysis. In the future, it is interesting to investigate the learning performance of robust group
sparse additive machines with loss functions induced by quantile regression [23, 88].
What’s more, we propose several new deep learning structures for large-scale machine learn-
ing. We design a novel conditional generative model (GGAN) as well as a novel deep generative
model (SemiGAN) for gene expression inference. Compared with previous deep learning mod-
els considering minimum squared error loss that render blurry results, our model employed the
coupled adversarial loss and `1-norm loss to make the regression results sharp and realistic. We
validated our model on the inference of two different datasets, GEO and GTEx, and found con-
sistent and significant improvements over all the counterparts. Moreover, we looked into the role
of landmark genes in the prediction and identified different relevance pattern, which provided in-
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sights into the relations among gene regulatory networks. In the future, we will investigate how
to incorporate the profiles with only landmark gene measurement available using semi-supervised
framework. Also, it would be interesting to employ the cluster structure among profile samples in
the prediction to strengthen the inference of target gene expression.
We also analyze the longitudinal data with a novel Temporal-GAN model for MCI conversion
prediction. Our model considered the data at all time points along the disease progression and
uncovered the temporal correlation structure among the neuroimaing data at adjacent time points.
We also constructed a generative model to produce more reliable data to strengthen the training
process. Our model illustrated superiority in the experiments on the ADNI data. Moreover, we
propose a general framework for building additive interpretable deep neural network and construct
for direct understanding of the important neuroimaging features in the prediction.
Last but not, we propose a new adversarial network FAIAS for improving prediction fairness.
We formulate our model from both the data perspective and the model perspective. Our FAIAS
model consists of two components: a selector function and a prediction function, where the selector
function is optimized on the data perspective to select the features containing only non-sensitive
information and the prediction function is optimized from the model perspective to minimize the
marginal contribution of the sensitive feature and also improve the prediction performance. We
conduct extensive experiments on three benchmark datasets and validate that our FAIAS model
outperforms all related methods w.r.t. both the prediction performance as well and fairness metrics.
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